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Abstract 
 

Our impressions are important for the decision of purchasing a product or 

not. If the product is not yet produced, communication in form of 

visualizations or representations is needed. Computer visualization of 

interior wood products therefore requires knowledge about the feelings and 

attitudes the visualization evokes. The aim of the research in this thesis was 

to find and understand aspects of importance when people experience 

computer visualizations of interior wood. This aim also involved the 

evaluation of methods suitable for such investigations. The work constitutes 

a journey from a qualitative to a quantitative approach. The first two studies 

used interviews and Grounded theory for categorizing the words used when 

looking at images. The next two studies used different methods to measure 

and quantify such experiences: preference mapping through multivariate 

analysis and a ranking procedure for the assessment of different aspects. 

The final study used the method of Kansei Engineering for connecting 

subjective data to physical properties. The research presented in this thesis 

contributes to theory and practice in two main ways. First, the results 

indicate what aspects are important when computer-visualizing wood and, 

to a certain extent, how important: lighting conditions, colour and contrast 

are important for bringing the wood surface to life on the computer screen. 

The need for a “smart adaptation” of these aspects is also discussed, as well 

as the influence of the surroundings. Second, the methods used are a result 

in itself; learning how to work with a phenomenon like this has been an 

important side effect. These findings are hopefully relevant for architects, 

engineers and visualizers as well as the forest industry and future research.  
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Sammanfattning 
 

De intryck vi får är avgörande för vårt beslut att köpa en produkt eller inte. 

Om produkten ännu inte är tillverkad, behövs kommunikation i form av 

visualiseringar eller representationer. Datorvisualisering av synliga 

träprodukter kräver kunskap om de känslor visualiseringen väcker. Avsikten 

med arbetet som presenteras här har varit att finna och förstå aspekter som 

är viktiga när människor upplever datorvisualiseringar av synligt trä. 

Arbetet innebär också utvärdering av metoder lämpliga för dylika 

undersökningar. Forskningsarbetet har inneburit en resa från ett kvalitativt 

till ett kvantitativt synsätt. De två första studierna nyttjade intervjuer och 

Grounded theory för att kategorisera ord som används när man upplever 

bilder av trämiljöer. De följande två studier använde olika metoder för att 

mäta och kvantifiera sådana upplevelser; preference mapping med 

multivariat analys samt en rankningsmetod för att bedöma vikten på 

aspekterna. Den sista studien nyttjade Kansei Engineering för att finna 

relationen mellan subjektiva data och produktegenskaper. Forskningen som 

presenteras här bidrar till teori och praktik på i huvudsak två sätt. Dels 

indikerar resultaten vilka aspekter som är viktiga—och i viss mån hur 

viktiga—när man datorvisualiserar trä; ljusförhållanden, färg och kontrast är 

viktiga för att ge trä liv på datorskärmen. Behovet av “smart anpassning” av 

dessa aspekter diskuteras också, liksom den omgivande miljöns påverkan. 

Dels är de använda metoderna ett resultat i sig; att lära sig hur man bör 

arbeta med ett fenomen som detta har varit en viktig följd av studierna. 

Resultaten är förhoppningsvis relevanta för arkitekter, konstruktörer och 

visualiserare liksom för skogsindustrin och framtida forskning.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

For hundreds of years, the Swedish forest industry has managed quite well 

cutting down trees and sawing them into planks and making pulp, but not 

much more. But times are changing; other countries advance into the market 

with new prices and new quantities; it is no longer possible to compete with 

just bulk products (Bellander and Lindqvist, 2004). To increase sales or get 

better paid and, in the long run, to survive, the Swedish forest industry must 

become smarter—and offer something more (Saarman, 1992).  

The highest wood price is obtained when wood is used in products 

where the wood is visible for the customer; i.e., furniture, flooring, roofs 

(Wiklund, 1992). To know what aspects of wood people notice and prefer is 

therefore important, but in the wood products chain, knowledge of the 

preferences of the end customers is often poor, especially concerning the 

aesthetic features of wood (Marchal and Mothe, 1994; Hansen and Bush, 

1996; Swearingen et al., 1998; Hansen and Weinfurter, 1999). In times 

when products made of wood must compete with other products and 

materials, it is important for wood manufacturers to know which features of 

wood have the greatest influence on the customer’s choice. The industry 

must become better at communicating wood and those advantages (and 
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disadvantages) throughout the wood processing chain (from forestry to 

housing). And they need tools and methods to do that. 

At the same time, computer visualization is getting more common and 

technically more mature. According to Cox (1990), computer visualization 

has several documented advantages over other forms of communication, 

such as brochures, prototypes and material samples; it is able to give an 

impression on how a product would look—in a setting—if produced, it 

takes no storage space, has almost no distribution time and offers 

independence in terms of geography and sometimes even time. However, 

since the experience is reduced to the affective channel (Picard, 1997) of 

visual sense, we know that some of wood’s competitive advantages, such as 

tactile feeling and temperature (Broman, 1995a) will be missing in computer 

visualization. Even though research regarding the use of computer tools for 

designing the built environment is not a new area, not much is found in the 

literature regarding computer visualization of interior wood. 

With the background above in mind, the research project “Increased 

usage of interior wood” was initiated at Luleå University of Technology, 

Division of Wood Science and Technology in Skellefteå 2001. 

During the years, the research area on wood science has broadened, and 

research has been conducted within the areas of marketing, wood 

technology and computer science. Topics such as wood preference mapping 

(Nyrud et al., 2005; Broman et al., 2008) and computer visualization of 

wood (Johnsson et al., 2006) are examples of this.  
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To complete this picture, the research project was part of an attempt to 

broaden the scope of the wood communication through the wood processing 

chain to cover the areas closest to the end user: the aesthetic values and 

preferences. The need for methods for communicating these values was 

considered evident. Still, the question remains—is it a good idea to show 

wood on a computer screen? 
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1.2 Research objectives 

 

Despite the inevitable problems with visualizing wood in computers, it is 

still a necessity; this medium provides possibilities other forms of 

communication cannot offer. Therefore it must be done as well as possible. 

The research objective for all the appended Papers and this thesis is to 

answer the following question: 

 

“How is interior wood best communicated 

using computer visualization?” 

  

Naturally, this question also means that the search for methods for 

investigation and understanding of the phenomenon of computer 

visualization of interior wood is always present. The aim is to find important 

aspects and to learn how to communicate them. 
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Objectives, Papers I – V 

 

Paper I: The objective of this study was to explore and gather 

 descriptions of the respondents’ reactions when looking at 

 computer-visualized wood interiors. The purpose was also to 

 screen for factors of importance when visualizing wood. 

 

Paper II: The objective of this study was to explore and gather human 

 reactions and perceptions on computer visualizations of wood, 

 and also to compare them with earlier findings. 

 

Paper III: The objective of this study was to develop a method for 

 preference studies where visible wood is the focus. The aim 

 was also to present interview results showing differences in 

 acceptance among interviewed people just to persuade the 

 reader of the possible usability of the methodology. 

 

Paper IV: The main objective of this study was to search for an 

 experienced difference between a picture on paper and the 

 same picture on screen. The study also intended to rank 

 chosen properties in order of importance to the visualization of 

 wood in a computer. 

 

Paper V: The objective of this study was to examine the relation 

between visualization of wood flooring properties and people’s 

impressions thereof. The study also was a test of the Kansei 

Engineering (KE) method as a tool for studying visualization 

of wood. 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 

 

The thesis is based on the Papers (roman numerals) outlined in Figure 1 

showing the evolutionary process of the work. The first two Papers are

within the qualitative paradigm, collecting descriptions and documenting 

values. Papers III–V are quantitative, but based on this qualitative work. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Outline of the thesis;background (origin), approach (Y-axis), objectives (black),  
findings (white) and timeline (X-axis) 
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1.4 Scope and limitations 

 

The thesis concerns wood qualities involved when interior wood is 

computer-visualized, and does not include nonvisual qualities (such as scent 

and tactile, sound or constructive features). Obviously, many of wood’s 

competitive advantages will be missing in such visualization. This thesis 

deals with the problems of computer visualization in general to the extent 

that it is adequate for the experience of interior wood. Its main focus is the 

experience of computer visualizations, not the technology. 

The wood products in this thesis are all within a setting as a part of the 

whole image. This thesis is oriented towards questions regarding Swedish 

end users and a business-to-consumer perspective. However, it is not a 

market study. As seen in Figure 2, the focal point of this thesis is where the 

vast areas of wood, computers and communication (or more precisely; wood 

interiors, computer graphics and visual communication) meet.  

 

 

Figure 2. The white area in the middle is within the scope of this thesis. 
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The results presented in this thesis are all based on interviews conducted in 

Swedish. They all involve people’s personal affections, preferences and 

values. The work presented here derives from a period between 2001 and 

2008 and should be seen as an introduction to a research area not yet fully 

explored.
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2 State of the art 

 

“There is nothing new under the sun”, as it says in the Scriptures 

(Ecclesiastes 1:9). Most questions raised here do belong to existing research 

areas. This chapter will try to give a short orientation on the underlying 

theories and current standpoints of science and practice related to the work 

in this thesis. 

 

2.1 Properties of wood 

It is not uncommon to divide most topics into “hard” and “soft” properties. 

Even so with wood: properties that are easily measured and quantified in 

millimetres and kilograms are referred to as “hard”, whereas affective 

values, or experienced (qualitative) data are called “soft”. This puts the 

value-based qualities in an inferior position, and it is also not correct. These 

affective values are, in fact, as hard as it gets; they are decisive for the most 

important aspects in this branch—the consumer purchasing decision and 

satisfaction. Everything else is subordinate. Thus, the division described 

above will henceforth be referred to as Quantitative characteristics of wood 

and Qualitative characteristics of wood. 
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Quantitative characteristics of wood 

 

For this thesis, the quantitative characteristics of wood are divided into 

nonvisual and visual properties. 

 

The nonvisual properties are well documented, at least when it comes to the 

technical properties. In brief, wood is a visco-elastic (strength changes with 

time of load), hygroscopic (ability to attract moisture) and anisotropic 

(varied properties in different directions) polymer material of biological 

origin and with biological variations (Winandy, 1994). Wood is an 

extremely versatile material with a wide range of physical and mechanical 

properties among the many species of wood. It is a renewable resource with 

an exceptional strength-to-weight ratio. Wood is a desirable construction 

material because the energy requirements for producing a usable end 

product of wood are much lower than those of competitive materials, such 

as steel, concrete or plastic (Winandy, 1994).  

Among the physical properties are directional properties, moisture 

content, dimensional stability, thermal and pyrolytic (fire) properties, 

density and electrical, chemical and decay resistance. The physical 

properties can significantly influence the performance and strength of wood 

used in structural applications (Winandy, 1994).  

The mechanical properties (characteristics of a material in response to 

applied forces) of wood include elastic properties, which characterize 

resistance to deformation and distortion, and strength properties, which 

characterize resistance to applied loads. Mechanical property values are 

given in terms of stress (force per unit area) and strain (deformation 

resulting from the applied stress). Natural defects such as knots, checks and 

splits will reduce strength (Winandy, 1994). 
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On a microscopic level, wood has particular properties in the anatomical 

structure and chemical composition of the wood species. The different ratios 

between fibre length, wood rays, microfibril angle, chemical composition, 

the ratio of essential wood components (cellulose/hemicelluloses/lignin), the 

type and amount of extractives and the thickness of the wood cell wall all 

affect the performance of the wood (Epmeier et al., 2007). To the above, 

scent and acoustics (Dahlgren, 1999) can be added. 

Wood is a biological material that with its natural variation has certain 

aesthetic features. The phenomenon of attitudes towards wood and 

preferences for visual (interior) wood was investigated by Broman (1995a,, 

1995b). Using qualitative interviews, Broman pointed out two technical 

differences that are of importance for people's impression and valuation of 

visual wood: the overall blending of wood features and divergent features 

that mismatch in the surface (natural defects or technical defects caused by 

processing). It was found that divergent features are more important than the 

overall mixture of features. Broman further found that people's preferences 

are affected by a balance between two main properties: the degree of 

harmony and activity and the importance of avoiding a state of disharmony 

when composing wood surfaces.  

Some important material properties affect the visual experience of 

wood. Broman (1995a; 1995b) points out Coloration, Brightness and Level 

of visual activity (contrast, knot distribution, graining, texture pattern), 

whereas Svedmyr (2002) mentions Species, Surface treatment and Wood 

machining pattern. Bumgardner et al. (2001), Jahn et al. (2001) and 

Donovan and Nichols (2003) all investigate the influence of the aspects that 

make the wooden surface character marked, i.e., visual activity. Nakamura 
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et al. (1994) show that Pattern anisotropy and Colour variations influence 

the psychological image of “wood looking”.  

 

To sum up, this lead to the following wood characteristics of importance 

when experiencing wood visually: 

 

� Wood species 

� Material structure, such as fibre direction 

� Lightness (reflectance) of the wood material 

� Colour of the wood material 

� Level of visual activity 

- Contrast, between elements in the surface (below)     

as well as in colour variation 

- Distribution of knots, graining, etc. 

- Texture pattern (Pattern anisotropy) 

� Surface treatment of the material (oil, lacquer, etc.) 

� Wood machining pattern 
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Qualitative characteristics of wood 

Due to its accessibility, wood has in Sweden historically been used in all 

kinds of buildings and therefore by some considered both a bit too obvious 

and somewhat “rural” (nonexclusive) to use as an interior building material 

(Jonsson, 2006a). Pakarinen (1999) found that the four most often 

mentioned attributes for wood as a furniture material were reliable, 

environmentally friendly, good looking and high valued.  

Two works by Jonsson investigated the experience of wood. Jonsson 

(2006a) entered deeply into current research and literature about experience-

emphasized values of wood. He found that wood is important for identity 

making, global environment and interior environment and that wood has 

certain effects when it comes to understandability, perception, 

characteristics, negative associations and the “soul” of wood. He also 

examines hygienic, sound, visual and natural effects, such as aging and 

variation. Jonsson (2006b) also used Repertory Grid Technique (Jankowicz, 

2004) to find core values of wood and wood composites. This method was 

used to elicit and evaluate people’s subjective experiences through their 

individual ways of constructing mental conceptions about a number of 

elements related to wood. The goal was to catch the experience and what it 

means. It was also possible to analyze the data statistically using modern 

tools. As seen in Table 1, Jonsson sorts the experiences into four categories 

(using real wood samples).  
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Table 1. Core values of wood and wood composites according to Jonsson (2006b).*  

 
Sensory 
experience 

Statements Interpretation Feelings 

Brightness Treatment Naturalness Feeling 

Weight Wood relation Surface character Pleasantness 

Smoothness Technical aspects Material character  

Level of pattern  Authenticity  

Hardness  Relation to the 
surroundings 

 

* Translation from Swedish by the author. 

 

There is a significant difference in attitudes towards various wood species. 

In a report by Nordvik and Broman (2005) on the topic of interior wood and 

media in which advertisements and articles in home decorating magazines 

were examined, the “exclusive” hardwood species (Swedish: ädelträ) were 

most frequent (56%) in commercial contexts, compared to softwood (26%) 

and “regular” hardwood (18%). Furthermore, the share of softwood exposed 

decreases with the exclusiveness of the magazine. Wood was also expected 

to have a positive effect on customers; 60% of the pictures (65 of 108) that 

were advertisements were not advertisements for wood products. Wood was 

used more frequently for selling something else than for selling wood. 
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To summarize; this lead to the following qualitative characteristics that are 

important to consider and understand when experiencing wood visually, all 

of them subordinated to the beholder’s person: 

 

� Aesthetic aspects  

– judgments of taste on form and colour 

� Sensory (nonvisual) aspects  

– tactile 

– sound 

– scent 

� Traditional aspects  

– reliability 

– understandability 

– accessibility 

– authenticity 

� Environmental aspects  

– environmentally friendly 

– creating atmosphere 

� Interpreted aspects 

– identity/image making  

– connotations 

– feelings and attitudes 
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2.2 Communication and experience 

Experience and perception 
 

Explaining subjective experience is generally seen as beyond the reach of 

scientific inquiry (Nagel, 1974), but it is no exaggeration to state that this 

has not prevented the development of a vast literature regarding form, 

material and experience and how we talk about it. Starting with the 

Aristotelian tradition, through Baumgarten’s Aesthetica (1750), the goggles 

of Kant (1787), semiotics (Eco, 1976) and phenomenology (Husserl, 1913), 

the topic of subjective experience is today divided into several recognized 

research areas. 

  

 

        
 

Figure 3. Duck?   Figure 4. Rabbit? 
(adapted from Wittgenstein, 1953)  (adapted from Wittgenstein, 1953) 

 

One example of how different the experience of the same artefact can be is 

provided by Wittgenstein (1953)—the “duck-rabbit”, a picture that can be 

seen as either a duck or a rabbit (Figures 3 and 4). When one looks at the 

duck-rabbit and sees a rabbit, one is not interpreting the picture as a rabbit, 

but rather reporting what one sees. One just sees the picture as a rabbit. As 

soon as an experience is described, the words themselves are subject to 

interpretation. According to Wittgenstein, conceptions and expressions can 
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only be understood in the context where they are used. The rules of this 

language game and the way people act in the context where the words are 

used are decisive. To conclude; one persons “wood feeling” is not the same 

as another’s. 

Sociologists as well as brain researchers have tried to draw conclusions 

about aesthetic experience from empirical data. For example, the sociologist 

Pierre Bourdieu (1984) correlates judgments of taste with social class, and 

he then draws conclusions about the notion of the aesthetic. One could claim 

that Bourdieu´s concept of “social capital” also applies to wood, that some 

wood species, regardless of their properties, do have a higher impact on us 

just by being “exclusive” hardwood (Swedish: ädelträ) such as mahogany or 

teak. 

As for images and cognition, Sandström (1995) states that “An image 

[…] makes it possible for you to simultaneously survey and judge three or 

more elements” and that “any element of an image can be affected as to its 

meaning by one or several other elements.”  Naturally this is important 

when visualizing wood in a context. 

Investigating computer visualization means that the product’s properties 

are optical and the only user sense affected is sight. Consequently, the only 

affective channel (Picard, 1997) used is the visual sense. In this affective 

flow, there are obstacles limiting the semantic flow between product traits 

and user senses (Picard, 1997). These obstacles are referred to as Proximity 

of Presentation and Proximity of Interaction (Eklund and Kiviloog, 2003). 

The way a product is presented plays an important role; a wood product is 

not easily satisfactorily translated into a flat, soundless and odourless 

picture. Eklund and Kiviloog have further shown that the experience of a 
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product (wood or not) is affected by the users’ prior experience, interest and 

interaction.  

Although Max Wertheimer (1923) is to be credited as the founder of the 

movement of Gestalt psychology, the concept of Gestalt itself was first 

introduced in contemporary philosophy and psychology by von Ehrenfels in 

his work Über Gestaltqualitäten (“On the Qualities of Form”, 1890). 

According to Gestalt psychology, the whole is different from the sum of its 

parts (von Ehrenfels, 1890). Gestalt psychologists have developed a set of 

principles to explain perceptual organization, the “Gestalt laws” (Chang et 

al., 2002). The key principles of Gestalt systems, i.e., emergence (a whole 

emerges), reification (spatial completion), multistability (two or more 

alternative interpretations) and invariance (recognition of geometry) are all 

different aspects of the basic unified dynamic mechanism (Lehar, 2004). As 

described in Paper II, the basic law of Gestalt theory, the Law of Prägnanz, 

implies that when an individual encounters disorganized stimuli, it tries to 

make sense of the stimuli. An example of this concept is pattern recognition. 

If we encounter a pattern, such as an incomplete letter, we can still 

recognize the object as the letter with which we are familiar. These laws are 

important for understanding and interpreting the results in most studies 

dealing with picture material. 
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Architectural research and design theory 
 

Within the field of architecture, there are naturally many publications 

regarding experience and aesthetics. For more than 40 years, Sven 

Hesselgren published academic literature on this topic. By his focus on the 

sensory experiences and perceptive interpretation, Hesselgren emphasizes 

the importance of Gestalt psychology (Hesselgren, 1954). 

Hesselgren (1967) states that the senses that are closest to the visual are 

the tactile and haptic senses. The tactile sense is the multiple feelings you 

get when your fingers touch a surface, and the haptic is the experiences of 

form you get by grasping an object with your hands. Both senses are very 

important for the experience of a material with natural variation, such as 

wood. Hesselgren continues with the general transformation tendencies, 

which state that a visual experience can give a conception of the haptic 

form, a texture a tactile conception and a colour a conception of temperature 

(Hesselgren, 1967; 1975; 1987). He also states that unmet expectations may 

lead to disappointment and negative aesthetic evaluations. The ubiquitous 

fake wood grain may be regarded as aesthetically inferior to real wood 

because it fails to live up to its visual “promise” to feel and sound like wood 

(especially when applied to plastic or metal) (Hesselgren, 1975). 

Hesselgren further claims that the most important aspect of a texture, 

from an aesthetic point of view, is not the aesthetic values in themselves, but 

the texture as a bearer of a material meaning; the first thing you notice is 

what kind of material the artefact is made of. In a legendary work from 

1977, A pattern language, Christopher Alexander (Alexander et al., 1977) 

also mentions texture when he prescribes the use of materials that are 

granular and have natural texture and exemplifies this with walls finished in 

wood. This is related to the concept of “materiality” (Danish: “stoflighed”), 
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described by Rasmussen (1962) as the material property that determines 

how we, with our senses and intellect, understand the material. These 

properties could be visual, tactile, olfactory, acoustic or subjective 

references. All of them are relevant to the experience of wood. 

 Compared to Hesselgren, two concurrent Swedish architectural 

theoreticians, Hjort (1983) and Werne (1987), advocate somewhat different 

approaches to understand the experience of architecture. They focus on the 

complex relation between man and context, whereas Hesselgren describes 

the experience of architecture in terms of human perception psychology, 

without attempting to explain the whole process of experience. In the 

relation between man and context, Hjort emphasizes human changeability 

with regard to both the species and individuals. Werne speaks more about 

the change of society and culture. Common for all three is the claim that the 

experience of a room is strongly influenced by both subjective connotations 

and by processes of more general human nature, such as the perception 

process. Our sense of the beauty of an object is always dependent on a 

conception of that object, as Scruton (1979) puts it. And there are many 

conceptions of interior wood. 

As described in Paper II, Semantic descriptions of environment 

(“Semantisk miljöbeskrivning”, SMB), developed by Küller (1975), are 

mainly a tool for examining how people experience architecture, both 

interior and exterior. By presenting images, models or films of a chosen 

environment to volunteer participants, the emotional impression of the 

different environments can be measured. SMB is based on Osgood, Suci and 

Tannenbaum’s theories about Semantic differentials (Osgood et al., 1969). 

In comparison to Osgood’s factors (Evaluation, Activity, Potency, Novelty 

and Spatial quality), Küller identified eight factors (Pleasantness, 
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Complexity, Unity, Enclosedness, Powerfulness/Potency, Social status, 

Affection, Originality). Since SMB is directed towards authentic 

environments, SMB is not concerned with issues of authenticity and 

visualization. 

 

Compared to architecture, design is defined as an activity aiming to 

determine the properties of an artefact or a system of artefacts. An artefact is 

defined as “any artificial, man-made thing or product—even abstract items, 

such as organizations, plans and information systems” (Lundequist, 1995), 

but also more precisely as “a physical tool with inherent human knowledge, 

such as instruments, books and cars” (Säljö, 2000). The earlier definition is 

used throughout this thesis. In design theory, the artefact’s (or product’s) 

relations to other products are also seen as properties. Hence, two types of 

properties exist—attributes and relations (Lundequist, 1995). This 

determination is made by developing knowledge and information about the 

products in their future context. This is done through simulations of possible 

results and representation of these models in various media—drawings, 

sketches, scale models and diagrams (Ehn, 1988). This representation, or 

visualization, of possible results and “information about the products in their 

future context” is the very focus of the research project described in this 

thesis—how to communicate wood interiors not yet present.  

Central in their early design theory was the system view that stated that 

design should adapt the product to its future surroundings (Lundequist, 

1992). The mission of design research, according to Alexander (1964), was 

to provide the designer with the new concepts that the design thinking of a 

new era demanded. Twenty years later, Cross defined design methodology 

as “the study of the principles of practices and procedures of design in a 
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rather broad and generalised sense. Its central concern is how designing 

both is and might be conducted.” (Cross, 1984).  

Simon (1969) pointed out four research areas of special importance: to 

develop methods for evaluating design proposals, solution of design 

problems, managing uncertainty when constructing complex systems and 

representing a decision problem with modelling techniques (Simon, 1969). 

All of them can easily be connected to computer visualization of wood 

products. During the 1980s the theories were developed further, mostly due 

to Schön’s (1983) processing of Simon’s ideas on modelling and simulation 

as the central moment in all design of artefacts: to design is to act in a model 

world. The impact of computer-aided design (CAD) on the design process 

has been the subject of especially great interest to the design 

methodologists. This change in method has also led to more theoretical 

reflection concerning the results of case and action research (Cross, 1984). 

The solution of a design problem involves both a successive limitation 

and a concurrent definition of a problem space that initially is vaguely 

limited (Heath, 1984). Hence, design is seen as a method for gradually 

decreasing the indeterminacy of a project through successive elimination of 

imaginable possibilities. The aim is to reduce the problem space to the 

extent that only one solution is possible. 

 

A theory is defined as “an explanation of observed regularities” (Bryman 

and Bell, 2005) or “an ordered quantity of concepts and statements, i.e. a 

mental construction with which the researchers attempt to organize their 

knowledge within a particular area” (Lundequist, 1995) (author’s 

translation) and a model as “a simple representation of more complex forms, 

processes, and functions of physical phenomena or ideas” (Gustafson and 
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Branch, 1997), or more simply, “a simplified representation of the reality it 

represents” (Gustafsson et al., 1982) or even “anything that can be ordered 

to depict something else that also has an order of some kind” (Gustafsson, 

1978). 

Lundequist (1995) sees the development of design methodology as 

synonymous with the development of design theory. 
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Visualization 

Visualization is a word that is often misunderstood, even by native English 

speakers, as something connected to making pictures to look at. The lexical 

definition, however, is “the power or process of forming a mental picture or 

vision of something not actually present in the sight” (Simpson and Weiner, 

1989). Visualization is something that takes place in your head. Pictures or 

signs used for evoking this visualization have been used since the first cave 

paintings. Paintings, photographs, and now, computer visualizations are 

merely a continuation. 

 

Computer visualization 

 

At the end of the 1980s, the modern world started to move on from two-

dimensional (2D) CAD systems and learn new acronyms such as KBS, 

CIM, BIM, 3D and VR. The development velocity of information 

technology has increased, and new tools are making it possible to manage, 

process, store and communicate information in ways not previously possible 

(Lundequist, 1995). Knowledge-based systems (KBS) (Wikforss, 1993), 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) (Wikforss, 1993), Building 

Information Models (BIM) (Magdy and Krawczyk, 2003) and object-

oriented product models (Usher, 1996; Berggren, 2005) are all possible due 

to their connection to computer databases. The necessary iterations of the 

design process are supported by the information technology (Wikforss, 

1990) and also by the refined methods for modelling and the visualization 

and representation of simulations. 

Today it is common to use computers to show how a room or product 

will look when or if it is produced. Most western people have a general idea 
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about what 3D (three-dimensional computer pictures) is, and concepts like 

4D (time) and 5D (economy) are becoming established.  

Even though the use of computer-supported tools to communicate visual 

information still has some limitations, the medium has proven successful, 

and the efficacy and validity of using the computer for visualization is well 

known and documented (Ellis et al., 1993; Sheppard, 2000). Some of the 

limitations worth mentioning are that in visually immersive environments, 

the world appears significantly smaller than intended (Thompson et al., 

2002) and that perceived orientation and spatial design are affected by 

changes in the viewing angle (Ellis et al., 1993). Results indicate that 

aspects of computer visualizations (e.g., resolution and colour fidelity) may 

significantly affect observers’ perceptions, understandings and judgments. 

For example, some features of visualizations are known to affect attention 

and interpretation and to arouse positive and/or negative emotions (Mitchell, 

1983; Broudy, 1987; Cox, 1990).  

 

According to Wikforss (1993), the building industry was the last branch in 

Sweden to take the leap into information technology. Architects and 

engineers did not start to use computer support seriously until the early 90s. 

Today, an architectural or engineering company without such tools is 

practically unthinkable. 

Common for these software tools are the two ways of making wood 

surfaces into three-dimensional pictures either with two-dimensional texture 

maps or with parameterized, three-dimensional wood structures. In 

communicating the aesthetic properties of wood in such cases, the ways 

people experience wood are of interest, as are what is important to focus on 

and what is best to avoid. Janols and Stehn (2004) and Johnsson et al. 

(2006) have studied 3-D computer visualization for communicating wood, 
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but of long-span timber structures, not interiors. They show that the use of 

3-D computer visualization has great potential to influence the decision-

making process. Janols (2005) continued with case studies, surveys and 

interviews on this topic in his licentiate thesis. 

 

Of all the possibilities that this new technology has resulted in, Virtual 

Reality (VR) is probably the best known (Beier, 1995). The start of virtual-

worlds research came in the late 1980s (Brooks, 1988), and the CAVE 

(CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment [sic!]) was introduced at the 

international conference on computer graphics SIGGRAPH in 1992 (Cruz-

Neira et al., 1993). The writer J.G. Ballard almost religiously describes VR 

as the biggest thing that happened in the history of man, and “for the first 

time, mankind will be able to deny reality and substitute its own preferred 

version” (Rheingold, 1991). Rheingold (1991) defines VR as an experience 

in which a person is “surrounded by a three-dimensional computer-

generated representation, and is able to move around in the virtual world 

and see it from different angles, to reach into it, grab it, and reshape it.” 

Cruz-Neira et al. (1993) prefers the following definition: “A VR system is 

one which provides real-time viewer-centred head-tracking perspective with 

a large angle of view, interactive control, and binocular display”.  

A competing term, virtual environments (VE) (Bishop et al., 1992), has 

a somewhat grander definition that also encompasses touch, smell, and 

sound. 

What differentiates VR from earlier applications is that the aim is that an 

artefact is perceived through VR technique as if it were real, whereas other 

techniques reach perception through representation and imagination. The 

aim of the VR world is that it should be perceived as the physical world. 
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However, it seems as though the VR enthusiasts are driven by an 

objectivistic view on the world, as if the millennia of human experience of 

symbols were only an interim solution while waiting for the advent of 

artificial reality. This view can be negative for the design process, as it is 

based on the search for an unambiguous way to represent reality (Lindkvist, 

1998). 
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2.3 Market 

Consumer behaviour and product preferences 

 

Consumer behaviour is defined as those actions directly involved in 

obtaining, consuming and disposing of products and services, including the 

decision processes that precede and follow these actions (Engel et al., 

1990). It is the final customer’s willingness to buy a product that is the 

motive power for the whole production process. The more a customer is 

satisfied with a product, the more he or she will be ready to pay for it 

(Kotler et al., 1996). In addition, future consumers are attaining increased 

power over their living situations, and an increased environmental focus will 

probably strengthen the use of wood (Brege et al., 2002). Linn (1985) states 

that when looking at the product from a producer’s point of view, the central 

aspect of the concept is the physical product. When viewing the concept 

through the eyes of the consumer, it is somewhat different. The most central 

aspect of the concept is the consumer’s basic need. Desires of sociological 

and psychological nature are also included in the periphery of the concept.  

 

Or as it was formulated as early as 1890: 

“The form of the wood, for instance, is altered when a table is made out 

of it. Nevertheless the table is still a piece of wood, an ordinary thing 

which can be seen and touched. But, as soon as the table steps forth as a 

commodity, it changes into something that has extrasensory features 

attached to its sensuous existence. It not only stands with its feet on the 

ground, but in relation to all other commodities it turns itself on its 

head, and evolves out if its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far spleenier 

than if it suddenly were to begin dancing.” (Marx, 1890) 
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Further, Linn (1990) states that an increasingly important force behind 

consumer decisions is social relations. Our human social identity is 

expressed through the artefacts we surround ourselves with. At the same 

time, strong trends such as individuality, hedonism, spirituality and 

downsizing (Jordan, 2001) are leaving the traditional focus on functionality 

to concentrate on more affective issues. Helander (2001) identifies the most 

urgent research needs. Firstly, the measurement issues and theory formation 

must be addressed. Secondly, it must be possible to predict user/customer 

needs for affect. This is also relevant when it comes to people’s personal 

experiences of wood interior products. 
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3 Material and methods 

 

To learn more about a phenomenon than quantitative data can provide (what 

we can measure, weigh and scan), it is necessary to use qualitative methods. 

The idea behind most qualitative research theories is not to generate 

generalizable statistics, but to investigate and understand a phenomenon and 

to generate theory from data. This approach is particularly useful when it 

comes to new areas of research, where the most important aspects are still 

unknown. To start measuring before knowing what to measure would not 

make sense. It is not uncommon to begin with investigations of a wider, 

qualitative nature and then, when the area is more defined, to move on to a 

narrower quantitative approach (Casebeer and Verhoef, 1997). 

In this thesis, the challenge is to transcend the boundaries, to move 

findings from qualitative research into the quantitative paradigm. As 

uncanny and unsafe as it sometimes seems, going into this twilight zone 

between the qualitative and quantitative paradigms was seen as the only way 

to grasp the phenomenon of Experiencing computer visualization of interior 

wood. 
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3.1 Scientific standpoints 

 

When doing research, there are, regardless of topic, some important 

standpoints to take. Among them are research strategy, research design and 

research method (Bryman and Bell, 2005). Different research strategies 

are—somewhat simplified—shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Quantitative and qualitative research strategies  
(adapted from Bryman and Bell, 2005) 

 

 Quantitative qualitative 

role of theory 

approach 
Deductive inductive 

epistemology 

theory of knowledge 

positivism, 
natural science, 
Explaining 

hermeneutic, 
social science, 
exploring 

ontology 

theory of reality 

Objectivism constructivism 

result verification, 
of theory or 
hypothesis 

theory and model 

 

 

The research strategy started out (Papers I and II) in a qualitative, inductive 

direction (Table 2). This is often the case when the area of research is new; 

the aim is to explore rather than to explain, and data collection is done 

without underlying theories. The research design chosen here was cross-

sectional studies (or snapshot studies describing a set of entities at a point in 

time) using Grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) (see Paper II for 

further description). The research method here was qualitative interviews.  

After categorizing the empirical data and generating a theory about what 

people express when they discuss computer visualization of interior wood, 

the research strategy moved on to a quantitative, deductive approach in 
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Papers III and IV, where the aim was to measure the importance of the 

aspects and their relations. The hypothesis was the idea of hyperrealism 

(“adjusted properties”, Papers I and II). The research design was still one 

including both comparative studies and cross-sectional studies, but the 

research method was quantitative surveys.  

In Paper V, which was a consequence of the earlier studies and the 

theories generated there, the approach used is best described as deductive. 

The research design was cross-sectional, and the research method was 

quantitative surveys.  

One might claim that the whole journey presented in this thesis is best 

described as an abductive approach, searching for a way to interpret and fit 

the empirical data with new theories (Grounded theory, Kansei 

Engineering), as described by Alvesson and Sköldberg (2000) (see Figure 

5). Abduction is a way of thinking that cannot be defined as purely 

induction or deduction. When deduction shows that something has to be the 

case, and induction shows that something de facto is the case, abduction 

shows that something is possible (Lundequist, 1992). 

 

 

 deduction induction abduction 

theory 

empirical patterns 

empirical data    
 

Figure 5. Deduction, induction, mabduction (adapted from Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2000) 
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Regarding approaches to scientific methodology (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1994), 

the journey is best described as a systems approach (and to the right on that 

arrow in Figure 6, close to “understanding knowledge”). From this point of 

view, the whole is more than the sum of the parts, and the relation between 

them is important; but the reality is still looked upon as objectively 

available. 

 

 

Figure 6. View of scientific methods with different approaches (adapted from Arbnor and 

Bjerke, 1994) 
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3.2 Qualitative single interviews – Paper I 

Starting up a new research project on the experience of computer-visualized 

wood interiors, it was natural to direct interest to the end users, the people at 

the end of the wood-product chain that actually make the decision of buying 

the product or not. Even if they often are decision makers in companies, this 

is a group of mostly nonprofessionals, and therefore it was interesting to 

investigate what nonprofessionals see in computer-visualized pictures of 

interior wood. This being a new topic, it was decided to start with 

qualitative interviews, to try to form a platform for future studies. Rather 

than beginning by developing a hypothesis, it was decided to use Grounded 

theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) to make a map of this unexplored new 

landscape by sorting expressions into different groups. This method is 

further described in Papers I and II. 

Since the idea was to gather reactions regarding wood, interior pictures 

with a high wood content (wood products such as wall boards, furniture, 

ceilings, etc.) were used as material. The products were shown in different 

surroundings. Six computer-generated pictures were collected from external 

sources and varied into three versions of each picture (Figures 7 and 8). The 

versions had wide variations in some chosen editable aspects of the images, 

such as light, shadows, colour and contrast. A laptop computer was used for 

viewing the pictures two at a time for comparison in pairs. This strategy was 

used to provoke opinions, since the respondents then had to choose and also 

motivate their choices.  
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Figure 7. The first four (of seven) triplets of pictures used in Papers I and II (cropped). 
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Figure 8. The last three (of seven) triplets of pictures used in Papers I and II 
(cropped). Picture triplet in the middle added in Paper II. 
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When the amount of data was sufficiently stable to map the expressions, the 

analysis followed. In order to produce meaningful results, the data were 

summarized. The principle used was to group and regroup the expressions 

used (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The subject of Experiencing computer-

visualized wood interiors was divided into categories and properties. Each 

property had several different qualities or aspects (the actual quotes from the 

interviews). The actual work was conducted by the author with support from 

fellow research colleagues.  

The interviews took place at the Central Station and the City Terminal in 

Stockholm, Sweden, in June 2002. Eighteen persons were interviewed, all in 

Swedish. The interviews lasted about 20 minutes each and were recorded on 

a minidisc recorder. This six hours of recording resulted in about 15,000 

characters of transcription. Since this sample was not intended for 

quantifying the importance of the wood aspects, no background data were 

noted except for gender and age (to ensure diversity among the 

respondents). 
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3.3 Qualitative group interviews – Paper II 

 

Not being content with the outcome of the first study, discussions were 

raised on how to achieve richer results (in terms of both quantity and 

quality). It was also thought that it would be interesting to evaluate the 

results from Paper I. Inspired by the idea of using focus groups (Morgan, 

1998; Flick, 2002) for gaining data input, three reference groups were put 

together: a younger group (20–30 years), an older group (40–60) and an 

expert group (architecture, construction and wood expertise). All groups 

were native Swedish speaking and consisted of 4 to 5 persons of both sexes.  

In Paper II, almost the same picture material (one triplet added from the 

first study, see Figures 7 and 8) and the same methodology for interview 

and analysis were used (both pairwise comparison and Grounded theory 

used in the first study worked satisfactorily). A setup was created for doing 

interviews in a controlled environment (light, viewing angle, etc.). The 

pictures were projected onto a screen instead of being shown on a computer 

monitor. The author led the discussion and acted as moderator. In order to 

influence the respondents as little as possible, the wording of the questions 

was deliberately kept vague. One main question was used to evoke 

responses: “Which of these two pictures do you think is better?” Initially, no 

further explanation was provided.  

The interviews took place in Skellefteå, Sweden, in June 2003. Fourteen 

persons were interviewed, all in Swedish. The interviews lasted just over 60 

minutes each, and were recorded on a minidisc recorder. These three hours 

of recording resulted in about 20,000 characters of transcription. Except for 

gender and age, no background data were noted, since this sample was not 

intended for quantifying the importance of the wood aspects. 
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3.4 Measuring people’s preferences – Paper III 

 

Now being satisfied with the maps of expressions, it was interesting to try to 

take the first steps into the quantitative paradigm. In a comparative study of 

visual properties in digital wood pictures, people’s preferences for different 

wood floorings were studied. Ranking results and questionnaire data were 

analysed with the aid of multivariate statistics. The idea was to find a 

method for measuring consumer preferences regarding interior wood and to 

verify some earlier findings (Broman, 1995a; 1995b). See Paper III for 

details. 

A room was modelled by a professional visualizer using computer 

software and texture pictures gathered from a vendor of wood flooring. The 

context of the room was varied during the three interview rounds. See 

Figures 17 and 18 for examples of the evolution of the room. The pictures 

were used in a two-by-two comparison competition, and the respondents 

were asked to describe the pictures. A balanced binary tree (Silverstein and 

Farrell, 2001) was used to reduce the amount of comparisons. The result 

was automatically written into a computer log file that was easily transferred 

into a spreadsheet, and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Anon., 2002; 

Eriksson et al., 2001) was used to analyse the data.  

A ranking is merely a simple way of detecting preferences. In the worst 

scenario, a person that has done the ranking procedure may not like any of 

the ranked products. Therefore, as a complement, each person interviewed 

in Paper III was asked how much they liked the best-ranked appearance, but 

also how “much” they liked the look that was ranked as worst. 
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Fifty persons participated in the three substudies of Paper III on the Internet 

during 2003. This small and narrow group of participants made it possible to 

follow up the process of development (interactivity, easiness to use, etc.). 

All interviews were conducted in Swedish. Figure 9 shows how the web 

survey looked. 

 

 

Figure 9. Screen dump from web survey used in Paper III, showing rating questions 
and picture used in interview round 3. 
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3.5 From qualitative data to quantitative research – 

Paper IV 

 

With all the subjective value-based results from Papers I and II in hand, it 

was temping to move on to more objective judgments—instead of 

investigating what people like, to investigate what people think/believe. 

With the methods from Paper III fresh in memory, it was natural to finally 

take the step into quantitative research. See Paper IV for details.  

With the findings from the earlier studies (Papers I and II) as a starting 

point, the original idea was to search for an experienced difference between 

the physical reality and the experienced reality. For practical reasons, the 

“physical reality” was reduced to a photograph.  

The hypothesis derived from the first three studies was that most people 

would prefer a computer picture that was slightly exaggerated (compared 

with the physical reality), i.e., hyperrealistic, in order to experience the 

picture as realistic. The hypothesis was concerned with the idea that photo-

realism (to look as correct as a photograph) is not enough; to create a picture 

that most respondents would accept as a fair visual representation, 

properties such as light, colour and contrast have to be slightly exaggerated. 

Hence, a photograph of a room featuring a wooden table was taken (see 

Figure 10), and six properties of the image were varied. First, a paper copy 

of the original picture was shown and put away. The respondents were 

instructed in a two-by-two comparison to choose the picture that was most 

like the picture on paper they saw first. The results were logged into a 

computer and easily transferred into a spreadsheet, where the analyses were 

performed. 
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The survey investigation took place in Skellefteå, Sweden, in 2005. Fifty 

persons took part in the study, all Swedish speaking. Each survey round 

lasted about 10 minutes and was logged on a computer. The respondents 

were 16–64 years old, 25 of each sex and with varying interest in wood and 

furnishings. Most of them used a computer daily. 
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Figure 10. Photograph and altered pictures used in Paper IV (montage). 

Photograph by C. G. Lundahl. 
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3.6 Connecting descriptive values and product 

 properties – Paper V 

 

To complete the methods and result used in Paper IV, other methods for 

using the words and expressions from Papers I–III were investigated. The 

product development technique of Kansei Engineering (Nagamachi, 1995) 

offered the possibility to connect value expressions and product properties. 

Kansei Engineering is a method for translating feelings and impressions into 

product parameters. It is an interdisciplinary product design methodology 

that spans over the humanities, social sciences and natural sciences. The 

concept (see Figure 11) is further defined in Paper V, but can briefly be 

described as a way of rating how much a given product (property space) 

matches a given word (semantic space). The product consists of certain 

product properties, and thereby it is possible to tell which properties support 

a certain feeling (“kansei”). The data were treated statistically with multiple 

linear regression to find in what way the properties contributed to the 

feelings. 

           

Figure 11. Basic structure of a 

Kansei Engineering concept 

(adapted from Schütte, 2002) 
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A photograph of a room was taken, and the flooring was exchanged using 

computer software. Special software developed by the Kansei Engineering 

Research Group at University of Linköping was used to design the study 

(and later to analyse the data). A web survey was set up and respondents 

were invited. The survey investigation took place on an Internet community 

(facebook.com), in April–May 2008. See Figure 12 for a screen dump of the 

survey and Figure 13 for the different floors used. 

A total of 121 persons took part in the study, all Swedish speaking. Each 

survey round consisted of 8 pictures with 6 survey questions (making a total 

of 64 choices). The answers took on average 10 minutes to complete and 

were logged in a database. Most of the respondents (60%) were 30–39 years 

old. A majority (63 %) were male. 

 

 

Figure 12. Screen dump from the web survey used in Paper V, showing rating scales 
and interior picture (version with oak flooring). 
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Figure 13. The floorings used in the study described in Paper V;  

Beech, Cherry, Merbau, Birch, Maple, Jarrah, Oak and Spruce. 
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3.7 Discussion on material and methods 

Being at home in the quantitative paradigm, it is easy to see qualitative 

research as a way of getting away with methods and results that do not live 

up to quantitative demands. Even if this is not the case here, it is still easy—

afterwards—to see that a deeper qualitative approach probably would have 

reached further into the phenomenon of computer visualization of interior 

wood.  

Focus groups should have been used from the beginning, more 

sophisticated and with a more developed battery of questions. The 

interpretations should have been conducted by a team of researchers, not by 

a single researcher with support from others. This applies to Papers I and II. 

One could also argue that the choice of aspects for image editing used 

on the pictures in Papers I and II would become a self-fulfilling prophecy, 

but since the aspects chosen were very basic and many of them were used 

together in one picture, that risk probably was avoided. 

Regarding Paper III, ranking with the aid of paired comparison worked 

rather well according to follow-up interviews, as did the use of a reduced-

binary-tree method for reducing the amount of comparisons. The study 

showed that the surrounding room was an inevitable factor, and this was 

neither a neutral nor a natural room, which probably affected the answers. 

After conducting and analysing Paper IV, it might appear that this was 

not the best way to examine the phenomenon of wood visualization. The 

quantitative approach let the computer render a material that was far easier 

to control than the descriptive words from Papers I and II. But, as stated in 

Paper IV, “having control over the output data (getting numbers to put into 

graphs instead of merely words) does not necessary mean having control 
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over the input data (issues that affect the choices: memory issues, 

observation angle, etc.).” 

There were three major bias risks mentioned in Paper IV: the difference 

between the original picture and the printout, the influence of external 

factors (surrounding lighting, viewing angle, etc.) during the interviews and 

the obvious risk that the “mental picture” was affected by all the viewed 

pictures. The first two risks were managed by allowing the respondents to 

try different views before the interviews started. The third is more critical. 

Even though most respondents claimed that they were able to remember the 

photo lab printout throughout the interviews, it is, given the design of the 

study, reasonable to believe that this memory was affected by, at least, the 

first pictures in the interview. 

In Paper IV, all aspects were treated separately and then combined in the 

results. Perhaps the other way around, where the combinations are foremost, 

would have given better results. Another idea was that it perhaps would 

have been better to let the respondents walk into a physical room and then 

walk out again and choose the closest picture on a computer screen. This 

would be more easily conducted with a single product, but then again, it 

would be without the surrounding light and atmosphere. A two-dimensional 

photo lab printout, regardless how well made, cannot replace the three-

dimensional reality. Even better might be to enable respondents to adjust 

one picture instead of choosing amongst many items.  

Still, Paper IV was a necessary step in the quest for understanding of the 

studied phenomenon. 

Paper V also has the complication of visualizing products in a certain 

room. This was handled by inviting the participants to do the same survey 

again, but with their own room, and to compare the results on an individual 
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level. Since this was not a part of the Kansei approach, it was excluded from 

the article, but it is included in this thesis (see chapter 4.2, “The neutral 

room”). Another risk in that study, as in most studies using people for data 

input, was the risk of mental exhaustion because of too many choices. 

Choices were therefore kept to a minimum.  

The pictures used in Papers I and II worked well for their purpose—to 

evoke reactions. The pictures used in Papers III–V had a more complex 

situation, given that they involved evaluations of the products and that the 

surrounding room clearly influenced this evaluation. 

 

To conclude the discussion on material and methods, the material (pictures, 

technique) used worked rather well from the start, but finding methods that 

worked well was a much longer journey. 
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4 Results and discussion 

 

All five studies (Papers I–V) concern the final destination of all wood 

communication, the end user’s (final customer’s) experience and 

perspective. The results indicate important aspects to be considered when 

visualizing wood interiors; they also contribute to the methods available for 

measuring and communicating these aspects. 

4.1 Descriptive values – Papers I-II  

 
The result of the qualitative study described in Paper I was a somewhat 

ordered map of the expressions (aspects) people used when reflecting on 

and expressing in words what they saw in computer-visualized pictures of 

interior wood. This being a qualitative study, no statistics were measured; a 

single notion could indicate a whole category (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).  
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Figure 14. Found structure on Experiencing computer-visualized wood (Paper I). 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Interacting properties within the category Spirit from Figure 14 (Paper I).
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The results from Paper I indicated that the most important categories for 

computer visualization of interior wood are Appraisal, Reality, Entirety and 

Spirit. A good composition of light and colour combined with an adequate 

level of and distribution of details should give the viewer the life and 

entirety, and thus the possibility to discuss the viewer’s comprehension, i.e., 

what the viewer sees or thinks he or she sees in the picture. Figure 14 shows 

this map along with some examples of the aspects, whereas Figure 15 shows 

the interaction people expressed among the properties that could be 

addressed to the category Spirit. 

As seen in Table 3, when the results from Paper II were added, the 

categories were labelled Light, Colour, Unity and Authenticity. This 

resulting map is a summary of the results in Papers I and II, and therefore a 

replacement of the first one. It differs in the sense that the earlier “unfairly” 

treated category Appraisal is divided into the other categories, Detail errors 

are seen as a subject of both Unity and Authenticity (and Light errors) and 

Spirit is divided into Light, Contrast, Colour and Activity. Compared with 

the first map (Figure 14), the map in Paper II (Table 3) is more tangible and 

easier to connect to physical aspects in the pictures. Even if the latter map 

probably also could be revised further, it still provides us with a good 

picture of what is important when computer-visualizing wood interiors.  
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Table 3. Found structure on Experiencing computer-visualized wood (Paper II). 

LIGHT COLOUR UNITY AUTHENTICITY 

BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST COMPOSITION COMPUTERMADE 
- Brightness - Contrast - Harmony - Scale 
  - Activity - Authenticity 
LIGHTING COLOURFULNESS - Life - Detailing 
- Light errors - Warmth CONTEXT - Clarity 
- Gleam - Colour - Purpose MATERIAL 
- Shadows  - Style - Treatment 
  - Taste - Construction 
CONTRAST  - Surroundings - Wood specific 
- Pale  SPATIAL  
  - Depth/Space  
  - Weight  
  - Perspective  

 

The results from Papers I and II also demonstrated clearly that good 

visualization of wood must avoid erroneous details (unnatural repetitive 

patterns and lighting or shadowing errors). 

Paper I describes how some respondents tended to like wood that was 

more woodlike than wood is, i.e., hyperrealistic, in brighter colours and 

higher contrasts than real wood (more “woody” and “warmer”). This was 

confirmed in Paper II, with quotes such as “It doesn’t bring out the wood” 

or “The colour contrast is too small between the wood and the rest”. Photo-

realism (looking like a photograph) seems to be no guarantee for acceptance 

of a picture.  

Another result from Paper I was the evident difference between what 

people looked at and what they saw and described. The respondents could 

describe the colour change of an unchanged wall when the stool in front was 

changed. It was also hard for the respondents to separate sensory impression 

from comprehension, i.e., what they liked/disliked and what they 

understood. Sometimes the respondents claimed that they liked one picture 

better, but understood the other one better (The term “understand” here 

stands for understanding what the respondent sees in the 

picture/perspective/furniture/material). 
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No decisive differences between the three interview groups in Paper II were 

found, even though the wording varied according to each group’s 

professions, with the expert group using more evasive words (“spatiality”), 

but also the younger ones looking more critically at the visualizations than 

both other groups. 

The maps of Papers I and II are, of course, a result of personal 

interpretations, but as described in Paper II, the findings do have affinity 

with earlier studies of architecture, wood and visualization. However, the 

map is just a map of all the expressions and words. Therefore, the 

forthcoming pages will be dedicated to them. 
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Light 

 

In Paper I, people expressed characteristics such as “dazzling” (Swedish: 

bländande), “dimmed” (använt dimmer) or “the shadows are gone”, but also 

commented on the actual lightness/darkness in the material. Without doing 

statistics in Paper II, it was clear that Light was the most common category 

in all answers and groups. Many respondents tended to describe light as the 

single most important factor. Especially errors in lighting are of decisive 

importance. Shadows and lighting seem to be important for the feeling of 

authenticity, more so than actual brightness. Examples of this are statements 

such as “very strange shadows” or “wood should give different reflections”. 

As seen in Table 3, the category Light was divided into Brightness 

(Brightness), Lighting (Light errors/Gleam/Shadows) and Contrast (Pale). 

More examples of words and expressions used follow. To avoid 

misunderstanding resulting from the English interpretation the responses, 

which were given in Swedish, the original Swedish words are given when 

needed. 

 

Words used for Brightness could be “dazzling” (bländande), “blinded by 

that lamp” (bländad av lampan) or “the daylight makes it look brighter” 

(dagsljuset får det att se ljusare ut). 

Words used for Lighting could be “good lighting design” (bra 

ljussättning), “strange design of the light” (märkligt ljussatt), “sun and 

summer’s shining in”, “even distribution of light” (jämn ljusbild) or 

“fluorescent tube feeling” (lysrörskänsla). Words used for Light errors 

could be “How is it possible for that baseboard to be lit up?” (Hur kan listen 

vara belyst?), “wrong lighting” (fel ljus) or “where does that light come 
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from?.” Words used for Gleam could be “too many reflections”, “no 

highlights in the floor, muted” (inga dagrar i golvet, stumt) or “the gleam 

makes it look like a lacquered surface” (blänket får det att se ut som en 

lackad yta). Words used for Shadows could be “shady” (skuggigt), “the 

shadows are gone” or “shadows are making it hard to see details”. 

Words used for Contrast could be “dimmed” (använt en dimmer), “too 

pale” (för blek) or “wishy-washy” (grådaskig). 

 

 
 

Colour 

 

In Paper I, colour contains such aspects as “clear colours”, “pale” or 

“matching colours”, and Warmth contains such aspects as “cooled”, “too 

cold”, “warm,” etc. Life is the property used when talking about presence; it 

holds diffuse feelings such as “alive”, “stiff,” etc. 

In Paper II, the experience of colour seems to be very important for the 

overall “wood feeling”, for instance when distinguishing wood from painted 

nonwood materials. Colour and contrast were also often the first thing the 

respondents reacted to, at the same time as they decided whether the picture 

was realistic or not; “The shelves feel wishy-washy”, “Wood is not that 

colour”. As seen in Table 3, the category Colour was divided into Contrast 

and Colourfulness (Warmth, Colour). More examples of words and 

expressions used follow. 

Words used for Contrast could be “looks foggy” (ser dimmigt ut), “too 

little contrast to bring out the colours of the wood” (för lite kontrast för att 

framhäva träets färger) or “harmless” (menlös). 
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Examples of words placed within the category Colourfulness could be 

“colourless and strange” (färglös och konstig), “clearer colours” (klarare 

färger) or “too strong colours, does not look like wood” (för starka färger, 

ser inte ut som trä). Words used for Warmth could be “delightful warm 

colours” (härliga varma färger), ”way too cold” (alldeles för kall) or “most 

important is the warmth” (värmen är viktigast). Words used for Colour 

could be “too brownish” (för brunaktigt), “the coloration does not match 

each other” (färgsättningen passar inte ihop), “emotionally more appealing 

colours” (känslomässigt behagligare i färgen), “inviting colours“ 

(inbjudande i färgen) or “I like colours” (jag gillar färger). 
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Unity 
 
 

In Paper I, the category Entirety contained two properties: Harmony (“light 

balance,” “washed out” and “calmer”) and Detail error (“a repetitive 

pattern” or “a lamp without a cord, it appears to be flying”). Entirety 

showed that a single erroneous detail could ruin the whole picture. The 

tolerance for this was very low among all respondents. 

In Paper II, remarks regarding unity are concentrated on harmony and 

the composition of the picture, but also the spatial feeling. The context 

(style, purpose) of the picture matters. Activity, whether it’s low or high in 

the wooden pattern, i.e., quiet or lively, or more connected to contrast or the 

distribution of elements, i.e., composition issues, seems to be essential for 

the feeling of life: “Wood doesn’t fit into that furniture;” “These knots give 

life.” A quality such as contrast inflects light and colour as well as activity. 

Many respondents asked for the context, the purpose of the picture, and 

what kind of room it was. Others did not like the room and therefore had 

problems describing the wood at all. Some also wanted different wood in 

that setting. As seen in Table 3, the category Unity was divided into 

Composition (Harmony, Activity, Life), Context (Purpose, Style, Taste, 

Surroundings) and Spatial (Depth/Space, Weight, Perspective). More 

examples of words and expressions follow. 

Words used for Composition could be “strange camera view” (underlig 

kameravy), “the unity is most important” (helheten är viktigast) or “it 

disturbs the whole” (det stör helheten). Words used for Harmony could be 

“balanced” (balanserad), “in harmony with the room” (harmonierar med 

rummet) or “colours are matching” (matchande färger). Words used for 

Activity could be “calmer” (lugnare), “somewhat dull” (lite trist) or “good  
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variations” (bra variationer). Words used for Life could be “more alive” 

(mer levande), “a living material” (levande material) or “brings out the life 

of the wood” (tar fram livet i träet). 

Words used for Context could be “the floor does not belong there” 

(golvet hör inte dit), “the outside view is important” (utsikten utanför 

rummet är viktig) or “that polystyrene table should be outdoors” 

(polystyrenbordet borde vara utomhus). Words used for Purpose could be 

“who is this picture made for?” (för vem är bilden gjord?), “marketing or 

information?” (reklam eller information?) or “an image has to have a 

purpose” (en bild måste ha ett syfte). Words used for Style could be “looks 

like a hospital” (ser ut som ett sjukhus), “does not fit that architecture” 

(passar inte arkitekturen) or “modern” (modern). Words used for Taste 

could be “kitchens should be bright” (kök ska vara ljusa), “I understand it, 

but I don’t like it” (förstår men gillar inte) or “awesome” (cool). Words used 

for Surroundings could be “foreground and lamp should be cropped away” 

(förgrunden och lampan borde beskäras bort), “what kind of room is it?” 

(vad är det för sorts rum?) or “fits the wall window better” (passar bättre 

ihop med väggfönstret). 

Words used for Depth/Space could be “room feels narrower” (rummet 

känns smalare), “more space” (mer rymd) or “a little more claustrophobic” 

(mer klaustrofobiskt). Words used for Weight could be “looks heavy” (ser 

tungt ut), “looks light” (ser lätt ut) or “I want more base, more weight” (jag 

vill ha mer bas, mer tyngd). Words used for Perspective could be “it works 

when I see the whole perspective” (när jag ser hela perspektivet stämmer 

det), “bad angle” (dålig vinkel) or “you stand inside the room here”  (här 

står man i rummet). 
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Authenticity 
 

 

In Paper I, opinions about how real and natural the pictures seemed to the 

viewers were sorted under the category Reality, which was divided into 

three properties: Material (“like concrete”, “old wood”), Realism 

(“artificial”, “feels natural”) and Clarity (“visible knots” or “legible 

details”). The properties in the category Reality are important when the 

viewer is interested in details and in the material itself, but are also decisive 

for the judgement whether the picture feels real or not. Naturally, this has a 

high level of interpretation. 

In Paper II, the category label Reality is changed to Authenticity (to 

cover a wider span of expressions) and covers comments regarding the 

material characteristics (such as features in wood) as well as the quality of 

not feeling computer made. Qualities such as detailing and authenticity are 

of importance, but most frequent were comments on errors in detail 

(repetition, scale, light, etc.). Naturally, disturbing detail errors must be 

completely eliminated if the picture is to be accepted as a whole. As seen in 

Table 3, the category Authenticity was divided into Computer made (Scale, 

Authenticity, Detailing, Clarity), Material (Treatment, Construction, Wood 

specific). More examples of words and expressions follow. 

Words used for Computer made could be “everything on a computer is 

unrealistic” (allt gjort på dator är overkligt), “a floor photograph inside a 

computer-made picture works well” (fotograferat golv i datorgenererad bild 

fungerar bra) or “they look pasted” (de ser ditklistrade ut). Words used for 

Scale could be “the knots to the right are too big” (kvistarna till höger är för 

stora), “the table is too small” (bordet är för litet) or “different sizes” (olika 

storlekar).  
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Words used for Authenticity could be “looks as expected” (som man 

förväntar sig att det ska se ut), “like a drawing” (som en ritning) or 

“strange” (konstig). Words used for Detailing could be “There are no 

daylight reflections on the floor, it’s unreal” (inga dagrar på golvet, 

overkligt), “The floor boards are in the wrong direction” (golvbrädorna går 

åt fel håll) or “strange repetition” (märklig repetition). Words used for 

Clarity could be “knots and stuff are visible” (man ser kvistarna), “we see 

more of the structure” (vi ser mer av strukturen) or “would be more legible 

in greyscale” (skulle vara tydligare i svartvitt). 

Words used for Material could be “imitation of wood” (träimitation), 

“typical Perstorp® laminate” (perstorpsplatta) or “this is heartwood” 

(kärnved). Words used for Treatment could be “untreated wood” 

(obehandlat trä), “newly lacquered” (nylackat) or  “soaped” (såpaskurat). 

Words used for Construction could be “where is that beam fixed?” (var 

sitter den där bjälken?), “unclear how it’s constructed” (otydlig 

konstruktion) or  “definitely a massive timber construction” (definitivt 

massivträ). Words used for Wood specific could be “realistic grain” 

(verklighetstrogna årsringar), “axe cut” (bilat) or “oak laminas”  (eklamell). 
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4.2 What descriptive values describe – Papers III-IV 

 

Perhaps the most important results of Paper III are that it is possible to 

measure what people prefer and, to a certain extent, why. Albeit the number 

of interviewed people was small, groups of people with different taste 

profiles can be found, as seen in Figure 16.  

Additionally, Paper III provided some 50 new words describing 

computer-visualized interior wood, since the different wood floorings 

(species) were described in the words of the interviewed people. Both the 

favourite floors and their opposites were described. Examples of the positive 

words were (original Swedish terms within parentheses): “prestigious” 

(prestigefyllt), “snug” (ombonat), “fun” (kul), “matching” (matchande), 

“high contrasts” (kontrastrik), “sunny” (soligt), “restful” (rofyllt), “stylish” 

(stilfull), “natural” (naturlig), “expressive” (uttrycksfull), “soothing” 

(lugnande), “inviting” (inbjudande) and “traditional” (traditionell). 

Examples of the negative words were: “tiring” (tröttsamt), “roughly hewn” 

(grovhuggen), “wrong colour combination” (fel färgkombination), “wan” 

(glåmig), “messy” (grillrigt), “brutal” (brutalt), “too light” (för ljust), 

“sterile” (sterilt), “artificial” (konstgjort) and “angular” (kantig). 
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The PCA score plot can be seen in Figure 16. The horizontal direction was 

found to indicate the preference direction: the more to the right in the figure, 

the better ranking results. The vertical direction seems to diverge between 

dark appearances (upper) and light appearances (below). For example, those 

persons in the lower part and to the right in the score plot have ranked the 

lighter species (maple, birch and alder) high and given a low rank to the 

darker ones (oak plank, walnut and oak). For persons higher up in the score 

plot, the opposite explanation holds. The results are only valid in the given 

context. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Each interviewed person’s favourite floor (highest rank). 
The greyscale follows the lightness-darkness of the floors, approximately. 

 

Paper III made it clear that the amount of 20 pictures to evaluate is the 

absolute maximum if valid results are the aim. The study also validated the 

use of the balanced-binary-tree principal (Silverstein and Farrell, 2001) for 

reducing the amount of choices. However, in the author’s view, the findings 

that confirmed the nonexistent “neutral room” were of the greatest interest. 
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Paper IV provided a ranking of the important variations, as seen in Table 4. 

First place means most positive (contributing to looking like the photo lab 

printout), and last place means the opposite. This means that both the 

winners and losers are of importance for the judgment, and that the 

variations in the middle are of less importance.  

 

Table 4. Final average score of Paper IV. Sorted with winning aspects first. 

 
 

The variations Light- and Light+ were seen as the least important in Paper 

IV. This was surprising, but could be interpreted as an indication that light is 

more than light; i.e., the expressions used in the important category Light 

from earlier studies (Papers I and II) do not refer to material lightness (as 

opposed to darkness), but rather to lamps and lighting, to the way the light is 

reflected and on which surfaces, and to the opacity of shadows and the 

intensity of a gleam.  
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The neutral room 

 

 
Figure 17. Room used in tests 1-2, Paper III.   Figure 18. Room used in test 3, Paper III. 

 

The results in Paper III show that there is no such thing as a neutral room. 

The importance of context is inevitable. Changes in one part of the picture 

affect items that are not changed at all. Changed context changes the wood, 

and changed wood changes the experience of the context. Figures 17 and 18 

show the evolution of the pictures used. The impressions of the room (the 

environment for the investigation, choice of interiors, etc.) in which the 

different floors were shown were found to be very decisive for the ranking 

results. The change in ranking result was greater when the look of the 

showroom was changed than people’s change in preference over time (Test 

2 was two weeks after), as described in Paper III. 

However, somewhat obviously, it must be emphasized that we are not 

able to separate a single product from the environment (context) or 

showroom it is shown in.  

To follow-up on this important topic, the participants in Paper V were 

given the opportunity to send in a digital photograph of a room of their own 

choice. Since this was not a part of the Kansei Engineering method, this was 

not described in the article. Five people sent in their material and 

participated in a new study. The results are shown in Table 5 and the rooms 
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used in Figure 19. For readability of the table, only the judgements 

regarding whether the floor was considered good-looking or not are shown 

here. 

 

Table 5. Score for word “good-looking” for floors in a room of own choice and the same 
floors in a generic room (within parenthesis). Highest individual score in bold letters. 
 

Person Beech Oak Spruce Jarrah Birch Maple Cherry Merbau 

#1 8.4 (3.0) 7.9 (7.8) 2.9 (4.1) 3.9 (6.1) 4.7 (5.5) 9.1 (6.9) 7.8 (7.6) 5.9 (5.0) 

#2 7.4 (6.7) 4.2 (4.0) 4.4 (4.2) 3.0 (2.9) 0.3 (1.5) 5.9 (2.8) 6.5 (8.1) 5.9 (6.8) 

#3 3.4 (3.3) 5.9 (2.6) 5.8 (5.6) 3.7 (1.5) 5.6 (2.2) 3.7 (4.2) 3.7 (3.3) 7.5 (3.1) 

#4 3.0 (2.0) 4.0 (2.0) 5.5 (6.0) 0.5 (4.5) 3.0 (1.0) 5.5 (5.5) 6.0 (3.0) 1.0 (8.0) 

#5 8.1 (2.8) 2.6 (7.9) 1.3 (0.7) 0.0 (0.3) 0.8 (0.7) 7.0 (1.1) 8.6 (7.1) 1.0 (2.0) 

 

As seen in Table 5, the score differed, sometimes rather much, when the 

participants evaluated a room of their own choice, compared to the generic 

room. Although this is a very small sample and not a generalizable result, it 

is plausible to assume that the study with the participant’s own room would 

have given a more trustworthy evaluation if it had been an actual purchasing 

situation. The sample indicates that the possibility to choose a room for the 

visualization increases the chance to like it. However, further studies to 

explore this possibility are needed.  

 

   

Figure 19. Examples of different rooms used in study (jarrah variant). 
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Contrast, colour and hyperrealism 

 

As seen in Table 4, Paper IV sorted out contrast as the most important 

aspect for a picture to look realistic, with colour in second place. High 

contrast (Contrast+, score 3.86) made the picture look real, and low contrast 

(Contrast-, score 0.98) made it look unreal. In Paper III, as well, contrast 

was mentioned several times: “high contrasts” (kontrastrik), “too high 

contrast” (för stor kontrast) and “wan” (glåmig), etc.  

In Paper III, floors of darker colours seemed to become even darker on 

the computer screen (and were therefore not chosen as favourites, according 

to the concurrent interviews). This was perhaps an indication of the need for 

adjustment of the pictures in order fir them to seem normal. Some quotes 

therefrom also support this: “sallow” (glåmig), “sloppy” (blaskig), “pale” 

(blek), “insipid” (intetsägande) and “sullen autumn” (murrig höst). 

The hypothesis in Paper IV was that most people would prefer a hyper-

realistic picture to “get a wood feeling” when the wood is computer-

visualized. The result was positive: a picture with much higher contrast and 

stronger colours was chosen as more like a picture printout than that picture 

itself. The results indicated a need for some kind of smart adaptation of 

certain wood aspects, such as stronger colours. This is further discussed in 

chapter 5.1, “Adaptation of sensory aspects”. 
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4.3 Descriptive values and product properties – 

 Paper V 

 

Perhaps the most important results of Paper V are that it is possible to 

measure which product properties people prefer for a certain feeling and 

how much each property contributes to this feeling. As a consequence, 

products can be designed in a way that corresponds to the intended feeling. 

See Figure 20 for results from the survey, and Tables 6–11 for results after 

analysis. The Kansei words used, spanning the Semantic space, were Vivid, 

Good-looking, Realistic, Harmonious, Colourful and Modern. These words 

summarize the resulting 1500 words from Papers I–III. Four product 

properties were chosen for use as Kansei items, and a two-level variation for 

each item was chosen: Material brightness (high/low), Colour of the 

material (red/yellow), Level of visual activity (high/low) and Laying pattern 

(1-strip/3-strip). Unfortunately, the visualizing software used did not 

support (was not able to show any differences between) surface treatment of 

the material. It would have been interesting to see any differences between 

different surface treatments, such as oil, lacquer, etc. The use of the Internet 

for the surveys also saved time, compared to earlier methods, which is 

important when external factors such as the environment or consumer trends 

vary over time. 

In the radar chart (Figure 20) showing the raw data from the survey as 

score per product (4 of 8 in total), it is possible to see that the jarrah floor is 

evaluated as colourful and vivid, but not very harmonious or realistic. Birch, 

on the other hand, is judged less colourful but more harmonious. Both oak 

and jarrah were considered good-looking (in the given environment). 
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Figure 20. Product score before regression analysis (mean values, 4 of 8 products). 

 

The results after linear multiple regression analysis are shown in Tables 6–

11. All Kansei words were most influenced by the properties Material 

brightness and Visual activity, and a dark flooring (“Lightness: dark”) has a 

positive influence on all the Kansei words.  

All abbreviations and nomenclature are explained in the article, but in 

brief: MCC gives the correlation between the model and the observation and 

is therefore an indication of how valid the model is. All Kansei words 

except Realistic reached the required MCC of .50 and were therefore usable. 

The reason is probably that people’s definitions of what “realistic” means 

and what contributes to it differ too much.  

One would perhaps expect Harmonious and Vivid to be simple 

opposites, but as seen in Tables 6 and 9, colour has some importance for the 

feeling of harmony, but none whatsoever for vivid. 
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Table 6-11. Influence of the product trait on the Kansei score for the chosen words. Green 
bars shows that the property contributes to the word, whereas pink bars show the opposite. 

 

 

* Realistic not useable due to low MCC. 

 

The data gathered from the synthesis can be presented as models. As 

mentioned earlier, a model is a simple representation of a more complex 

reality, and the MCC describes how close this representation is. The models 

are a function depending on the product properties and predict the Kansei 

score for a certain word; i.e., the models try to represent the reality. Here, 

the following Kansei model could be presented (only valid in the given 

environment):  

ykansei = ƒ (product properties) 
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Even if some of the results might seem obvious (high visual activity = 

vivid), they are at the same time a validation that the method works 

correctly. In this study—and with this room only—it meant the following 

(which also can be seen in Table 6-11): 

 

 

� “Vivid” flooring should have high visual activity and be dark. 

 

� “Good-looking” flooring should have low visual activity, be dark 

and perhaps be yellow (not that important). 

 

� Also “Harmonious” flooring should have low visual activity, be dark 

and yellow . 

 

� “Colourful” flooring should be dark, have high visual activity and be 

red. Pattern is of very small importance. Material lightness is 

important for the sense of  colourfulness. 

 

� Colour nuance (red or yellow) is of no importance for vividness. 

 

� “Modern” flooring should be dark, have low activity, yellow colour 

nuance and be laid in a 3-strip pattern. 

 

� Visual activity and lightness are much more decisive than colour and 

pattern. Pattern (1- or 3-strip) is overall not very decisive, but has 

some impact on “Vivid” and “Good-looking”. 
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4.4 Validity and reliability of results, Papers I-V 

“Becoming immersed in a study requires passion: passion for people, 

passion for communication and passion for understanding people” (Denzin 

and Lincoln, 1994). Bias in positivistic epistemology is avoided by the 

elimination of both passion and subjectivity. But for many critical 

qualitative researchers, the idea is to engage in “critical subjectivity” and to 

avoid “naive subjectivity”. Every researcher brings their biases into the 

research setting. Every interview and observation is a disturbance of the 

field of study. It is through self-reflection that the qualitative inquirer 

controls for bias. Therefore, the researcher’s background, as well as the 

other pertinent conditions, is important to present. 

 

Researcher’s background 

 

The author was born and raised in a small village in the inland of northern 

Sweden, with nearly every relative involved in the local wood industry. 

Language, communication and new media have always been solid interests. 

As an architect (Royal Institute of Technology, 2001), the author is used to 

always moving between technique and art, sense and sensibility, or 

qualitative and quantitative paradigms. 

 

Validity and reliability 

 

Validity and reliability are tools of an essentially positivist epistemology. 

While these tools may have undoubtedly proven useful in providing checks 

and balances for quantitative methods, these tools sit uncomfortably in 
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research of the kind presented in the first two papers, which is better served 

by questions about power and influence, adequacy and efficiency, suitability 

and accountability (Simco and Warin, 1997). 

However, throughout the research, all researchers should ensure that the 

study is well considered and well constructed to ensure construct validity, 

internal validity, external validity and reliability (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; 

Yin, 2003). The definitions of validity and reliability vary with different 

scientific paradigms and doctrines, but in brief: validity means that you are 

measuring what you
 
want to measure, i.e.. what is relevant, and reliability, 

simply put, means that you are measuring in a reliable way (Kerlinger, 

1964).  

Construct validity requires the researcher to use the correct measures for 

the concepts being studied. This falls in line with the ambition in the 

research presented in this thesis. The aim in the presented articles (I–V) has 

been not to get stuck in a certain method or tool, but to choose tools and 

methods suitable for one particular study.  

Internal validity is especially important with explanatory or causal 

studies. It demonstrates to which extent an independent variable has caused 

a change in behaviour. Since all studies here presented except Paper II have 

a viewing situation that was not in a controlled environment, the internal 

validity—in that sense—is threatened, even though the participants were 

instructed to choose a good viewing angle, lighting conditions, etc.  

External validity reflects whether or not findings are generalizable 

beyond the immediate case or cases; the more variations in places, people, 

and procedures a case study can withstand and still yield the same findings, 

the greater the external validity. The aim of the studies presented in Papers I 

and II was not to reach generalizable results (a total of 30 persons does not 
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provide this), but to explore an unexplored phenomenon and try to form a 

theory. However, the fact that the two first studies complement each other 

and the resemblance with the literature review in Paper II helps ensure some 

external validity. Even though it was not the aim, Paper III could easily be 

transferred into a study with higher external validity if the sample was 

bigger. The 50 persons participating in Paper IV are at a minimum for 

external validity, but the 121 invited persons in Paper V are considered a 

more satisfying amount. 

Reliability refers to the stability, accuracy, and precision of 

measurement in the presented studies. The most important issue is to ensure 

that the procedures used are well documented and that data material is 

presented. To provide a richer description of the data from Papers I–III, the 

data should be better and more thoroughly described, which is the reason for 

presenting them in chapter 4.1 (“Light”, “Colour”, “Unity” and 

“Authenticity”). A definition within the quantitative paradigm is that the 

research can be repeated with the same results. This is naturally not the case 

with the first cross-sectional studies, but the procedures are consistently and 

carefully described in all papers. 

One must bear in mind that in the first step of Paper IV it was 

impossible to choose the correct picture, since it was not yet there (the 

original picture was included in next step). One might therefore fear the risk 

that the respondents were forced into terms of exaggeration/understatement. 

But since the original picture did not score better than, for example, “higher 

contrast”, that risk is believed to have been avoided. 

Common for all studies, especially Papers I–III, is that the language is 

important. The results are only valid (at least until further studies are done) 

in the language in which they are conducted, in this case Swedish. The 
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interpretation of the words used by the respondents in Papers I–III is crucial 

to the validity of the results.  

Therefore, the results must always be discussed with others. In Paper IV, 

no words were used by the respondents, and the only language-related issue 

was the phrasing of the instructions given before the interview. Naturally, 

the definitions, interpretations and understanding of the words used in Paper 

V varied with every person. This is also seen in the results, where the word 

“realistic” not was useable. 
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5 Further discussions 

 

In addition to the results presented in the current thesis and in the papers, 

some general conclusions—beyond the practical guidelines—can be made 

regarding the experience of computer visualization of interior wood.  

 

Jonsson’s divisions of wood experience (Jonsson, 2006a) into Sensory 

experience and Interpretations are followed, as it provides a natural division 

of the phenomenon. Within sensory experience you will find everything that 

directly affects our senses (such as light, colour and contrast), and within 

the realm of interpretation lies everything that affects our personal 

experiences and is therefore the subject of interpretation before experiencing 

(such as context and authenticity). A discussion about the possible need to 

adjust the sensory experiences is also provided. 
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5.1 Sensory experience (light, colour, space and 

 contrast) 

 

It is not possible to separate light from colour. In fact, colours are perceived 

as light, and contrast is the interaction and span in terms of colours and 

lightness between the different surfaces. These are also the same factors that 

affect the depth, the feeling of space in a room or a picture of a room. As 

Fridell Anter (2000) puts it: “Without light there would be no colours, and 

without colour contrasts no possibility of visual spatial comprehension.” 

Ever since Goethe (1810) objected to Newton’s spectrum (1704), 

science has come to understand the distinction between the optical 

spectrum, as observed by Newton, and the phenomenon of human colour 

perception as presented by Goethe. Perceived colour is, according to Fridell 

Anter, (2000) influenced by a number of factors: Gloss and Surface 

structure, Inherent (physical) Colour, Light, Viewing distance, Observation 

angle, Surroundings, Size, Shape and the Observer herself. According to 

Fridell Anter, the concept of light can also be used to denote a visual 

phenomenon, which we see as light. The interrelations between the physical 

and the visual aspects of light are complex, and to be able to sort them out 

we must have a clear terminology. Liljefors (2006) suggests the two 

concepts of “physical light” and “visual light” to distinguish between the 

physically measurable radiation and the visual experience of light, whereas 

Gilchrist (2007) writes, as mentioned in Paper II, about the difference 

between brightness and lightness. Both lightness and brightness are 

something we perceive, but while lightness is a rather objective reflectance 

that runs from black to white, brightness is a rather subjective feeling of 

luminance that runs from dim to bright (Gilchrist , 2007). 
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The importance of these aspects cannot be emphasized enough. Colour, 

light and spatial experience are dependent upon each other, and all of them 

are fundamental for the experience of wood. As shown in Papers I–IV, these 

are sensory qualities that have to be experienced, and when it comes to 

computer visualization of interior wood, the use of lighting design for 

providing shadows, highlights and daylight is important for creating the 

warmth, life, space and visual activity requested in Papers I–III.  

The contrast effect in the picture is due to the overall blend of light and 

dark areas, which usually is the sum of the colour and light. High contrast is 

both something that provides a feeling of authenticity to a dull screen 

experience and a visual activity in itself. This is used in, for example, TV 

screens, where high contrast is used in order to provide a feeling of higher 

sharpness in the picture.  

The phenomenon of contrast enhancement (also: simultaneous contrast) 

has been known for a long time and has been extensively explored by artists 

(Albers, 1963; Chevreul, 1987). Lighting is also very important for 

revealing the microstructure of the surface (Danish: “stoflighet”) described 

briefly in chapter 2.2, “Architectural research and design theory”; the small 

variations in the light that tells us that this is wood. 
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Figure 21. LHC Colour space      Figure 22. NSC Colour circle 

The classic way to look at colour is to see it as a colour space divided into 

LHC: lightness, hue and chroma/saturation (Figure 21) (Wyszecki and 

Stiles, 2000). This is a purely physical approach. Another, newer, way to 

look at colour is the Natural Colour System (NCS, Figure 22), where focus 

is on the perceived colour, not the physical colour. Today, NCS is an 

international colour language used by researchers and practitioners 

throughout the world (Hård et al., 1996), and colour is recognized as 

something more than electromagnetic radiation within a certain wavelength. 

This is especially true when it comes to wood, that with its small, natural 

level differences in structure and superficial shininess makes it extra 

sensitive to daylight, highlights and shadows, which all affect the light and 

thereby the experience of colour.  Hårleman (2007) points out that a room 

with all walls in the same colour seems to be darker than that colour 

physically is. One observation from Paper III is that darker colours seemed 

to become even darker on the computer screen, and were probably therefore 

not chosen as favourites. This has perhaps to be adjusted in order to seem 

authentic.  

Overall, a smart adaptation or adjustment of the aspects that lead to sensory 

experience is an interesting idea.  
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Adaptation of sensory aspects 

 

Figure 23. Sample of pictures from Papers I-II. Most popular to the left. 

Both Paper I and Paper II describe how some respondents tended to like 

wood that was more wood-like than wood is, i.e., hyperrealistic, in brighter 

colours and higher contrasts than real wood (more “woody” and “warmer”, 

see Figure 23). Paper III indicated that floors of darker colours perhaps had 

to be slightly adjusted to seem normal and avoid becoming—from an 

experiential point of view—even darker on the computer screen. In Paper 

IV, a picture with much higher contrast and stronger colours was chosen as 

more like a picture printout than that picture itself.  

We know that many of wood’s competitive advantages will be missing 

in computer visualization, when the experience is reduced to the affective 

channel (Picard, 1997) of visual sense. People will miss the warmth, the 

tactile ministructure and the softer echo when walking on a wooden floor, 

etc. It is safe to say that wood is more multimedia than a computer can 

handle. The computer screen makes colours look dull, just by being on a 

screen. To compensate for this, a slight adaptation or exaggeration of certain 

aspects (colour, contrast, etc.) might help. Whether this adaptation is always 
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exaggeration or sometimes also moderation is probably situational, but the 

results indicate that many aspects need emphasizing.  

Not long ago, the art of computer visualization wasn’t able to produce 

realistic pictures. Achieving photo-realism (to look as real as a photo) has 

ever been its aim. Decades ago, fine arts (such as painting) moved on from 

realism into Impressionism (Monet, Renoir) and even Expressionism 

(Kandinsky, Munch), this to communicate the experience, not the exact look 

of it. The question is: Are we, as in the traditional arts, ready for 

impressionism? Can computer visualization go beyond mere realism, not for 

the sake of art, but for the sake of better communication? The representation 

of wood, especially, has a lot to gain if ways can be found to communicate 

more of the material’s advantages. 

In a study concerning colour copy machines, Fukushima et al. (1995) 

used Kansei Engineering with fuzzy set theory to implement “an intelligent 

interface to copy more beautifully than the original colour.” The reason for 

this is, however, not discussed much. 

Naturally, discussions like this end up in reasoning on ethics and 

honesty. Can it be correct to provide a physically incorrect picture in order 

to make the picture seem correct? However, as there is no aesthetics without 

ethics (Wittgenstein, 1953), and as the problem is there even if we do not 

exaggerate or adapt the visual aspects, the aim must always be to provide a 

picture that gains acceptance, regardless of how true it is objectively.  
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5.2 Interpreted experience (context, unity and 

 authenticity) 

 

Given the results presented in this thesis, the importance of the context is 

inevitable. Changes in one part of the picture affected items that were not 

changed at all. Changed context changed the wood, and changed wood 

changed the context. Moreover, the changes were individual—the same 

changes affected people in different ways.   

The fact that many respondents in Papers I and II asked for the context, 

the purpose and what kind of room it was suggests that it is impossible for 

wood to become free from its surroundings when it is visualized. This is 

also supported by some respondents having a hard time describing the wood 

because they did not like the room or its content. As shown in Paper III, 

there is no such thing as a neutral room; the impression of the room in 

which the different floors were shown was decisive for the ranking results. 

As mentioned earlier, people’s attitudes towards wood and all their other 

conceptions and views are important also when evaluating computer 

visualizations of interior wood. The reasons could be different, and also the 

effect. For instance, if you a) don’t like the table, b) like the table but don’t 

think it fits in the room, c) think that the table looks artificial and pasted in 

afterwards, d) like the table but not the material or colour, e) wonder if 

someone is trying to sell you a table, f) think that the table dominates the 

picture, or g) think that the table should be a sofa, it all affects your opinion 

of the product visualized. 

To make the customer feel at home is naturally important, when trying 

to purchase a product for the customer’s home. Something that fits 

somewhere else, does not automatically fit in one’s home. This is also 
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supported by the small sample of 5 persons ranking the flooring in both the 

generic room of Paper V and in a room of their own choice (see chapter 4.2, 

“The neutral room”). If you think that you were looking at a photograph, 

and then notice something that makes the picture seems computer made or 

faked in any sense, you are likely to lose interest in the product. 

Gestalt laws (Chang et al., 2002) could be useful to explain why the 

tolerance for disturbing detail errors (shadows/lighting, scale, pattern 

repetition) was generally low in the presented studies; these errors disturbed 

the experience of the unity, and when you surrender the whole, the pieces 

also receive decreased value. Still, we have no choice; wood exists in a 

context, and since one assumption is that wood actually often provides an 

added value to a built environment, this aspect must be accepted instead of 

denied. Further studies on the interplay between a product and its 

environment are needed, with special focus on the interpretation of the 

context.  
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6 Conclusions 

The results presented in the previous chapter are of low value if not 

implemented. To facilitate implementation, the results are here aggregated 

into practical guidelines. In addition, a short summary of methods used is 

presented. 

 

6.1 Evaluation of methods used 

Even if this thesis did not have as its main focus to develop methods, the 

mere usage of methods used led to analysis and evaluation of some methods 

and tools.  

Even if this thesis did not have as its focus to develop methods, the mere 

execution of the studies led to analysis and evaluation of some methods and 

tools.  

 

� Pairwise comparison (Silverstein and Farell, 2001) worked well for 

provoking reactions, especially for forcing people to point out what 

is negative. 

� Focus group interviews (Krueger, 1994; Morgan, 1998) provide a far 

richer result than single interviews. 
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� Grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was easy to use for 

making maps and finding structures when examining a novel 

phenomenon. 

� Tools for statistical analysis, such as PCA/PLS (Anon., 2002; 

Eriksson et al., 2001) and QT1 (Komazawa and Hayashi, 1976) are 

useful when analysing multivariate interview data. 

� Kansei Engineering (Nagamachi, 1995) is an efficient and 

interesting method for connecting product properties and 

experiences. It seems to be possible to adapt it to new research areas 

and new customers. It demands, however, many choices to be made. 

 

� There is no contradiction between qualitative and quantitative 

methods; use the best methods for the right purposes, and do this 

properly and with respect for each paradigm. 
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6.2  Practical guidelines 

 

The results presented in this thesis may provide a ground for architects, 

engineers and visualizers when doing computer visualization of wood 

interiors whether for internal communication (decision support) or external 

communication (market communication). 

To conclude: when visualizing wood interiors, it is of vital importance 

for the outcome that the following aspects are considered. 

 

 Light, not as opposite to dark, but as lighting design, daylight, 

highlights, shadows, etc. 
 

 Colour should be of the right red/yellow nuance to communicate 

wood. Remember the interaction with light. 
 

 Contrast is important for bringing the surface to life. 
 

 Consider smart exaggeration (or adaptation) of the aspects 

mentioned above.  
 

 The room (context) is of crucial importance. If possible, use the 

customer’s own room or let the customer choose from a selection of 

rooms (to feel more at home). 
 

 Avoid detail errors, such as repetitive patterns and lighting or 

shadowing errors. 
 

 Very dark surfaces (and very light) might seem even darker 

(lighter). Compensate! 
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 Visual activity and material lightness are more important than 

colour nuance and pattern anisotropy for creating life. 
 

 Know your purpose. Are you making a selling or an informative 

picture? 

 

Finally, we must not forget that we never really can visualize wood in 

computers. Visualization is something that takes place within each viewer’s 

head, and not something we should think we can create in computers.
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7 Future work 

 

As stated earlier, the results presented in this thesis provide a ground for 

computer visualization of interior wood. However, the more you know, the 

more you know you do not know. Some questions raised during this work 

that would be interesting and/or important to follow up on are presented 

below. 

 

� Smart aspect adaptation. One might suggest a study where aspects 

such as light and colour are varied as in Paper IV, but where the 

reality is represented by a real-life room, and the choices are made 

by adjusting the aspects of a computer picture in real-time. 

 

� Surface treatment. The results point out the importance of daylight 

and highlights. Surface treatment, such as lacquer or oil, most likely 

has a significant impact on the experience of these aspects.  

 

� Context interpretation. Various architectural studies with different 

environments should be conducted, initially with a hermeneutic, 
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interpretive perspective (since it’s very connected to people’s 

interpretations), but also with a quantitative approach. 

 

� Kansei development. Using Kansei Engineering for capturing the 

intersection between objective properties and subjective experience 

has been done, but the method can be developed further. Perhaps a 

combination of KE with the reduced binary tree (of Paper III) for 

reducing the rather high amount of choices would be appropriate.  

 

� Software development. Parametric structures (3D) or photo textures 

(2D)—which way is best for computer visualization of wood? The 

two ways of making wood into three-dimensional pictures today are 

either with two-dimensional texture maps or with parameterized 

wood. Is it possible to make 3D out of knotty species such as pine 

and spruce? 

 

� Preference studies. Further work on means to measure the 

preferences of the end customers, perhaps with even greater 

emphasis on actual purchasing situations, is needed. 
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7.1 Wood communication 2020 – a future scenario 

 

The times they are a-changing. Globalization making the world both bigger 

and smaller (Giddens, 2003), peaking oil prices making transportation more 

expensive (McPherson and Weltzin, 2008) and environmental issues will 

affect the way we live our lives (Giddens, 2003). Electronics is getting more 

homely, and homes are getting more electronic. Even if we have not reached 

the Architecture machine claimed by Negroponte (1970) yet, we are getting 

there. Communication, consumption and entertainment are melding together 

(Yin, 2005). As mentioned earlier, the social identity of humans is 

expressed through the artefacts we surround ourselves with (Linn, 1990), 

and individuality, hedonism, spirituality and downsizing are important 

factors (Jordan, 2001). Paraphrasing Being Digital (Negroponte, 1995), the 

information highway will provide a global marketplace where people and 

machines interact, without friction in a wonderland of never-ending digital 

consumption. This is basically what Manuel Castells (1996) refers to as the 

“faceless capitalist collective, made up of financial flows operated by 

electronic networks”. Given this background, a sketch of a future wood 

communication might look as follows (though it is probably too narrow-

minded and moderate): 
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Sunday morning, your avatar is walking around the net. Noticing that your 

Shopper Score is low (it is financing your net access, remember?), you 

bump into your commercial agent who suggests home improvement. Why 

not new floors? Naturally, your generic personal shopper profile is already 

loaded, and thus your personal preferences, such as ecological and locally 

produced products, and also your price and style preferences. If the profile 

needs an update on your home settings, such as the width and height of your 

flat, you are prompted to either take some snapshots of the flat using your 

communicator or enter the measures. Thereby the problem of early 

consumer visualization—what surrounding environment to use—is avoided. 

You compare a number of floors that fit your profile, feel the structure, 

and since the extra-senses panel (smell, warmth, sound) won’t be on the 

market until late 2021, your floors are adjusted beyond mere photo-realism 

to counterbalance the fatigue of the communication, allowing you to 

experience each material’s full potential. After looking at the floor in 

morning, evening and night modes and feeling the tactile microstructure of 

the material through the small electronic frictions from your touchpad, you 

finally choose a wenge/heathed birch floor with stone intarsia and start 

picking out the individual boards that you want to be a part of your floor, 

and moving them around into a pattern you like.   

All this time, when you are moving around boards in your living room to 

decide on a pattern, the tiny transparency tells you that this is a virtual 

experience. The things are allowed to be what they are, and a visualization 

is just a visualization, not a picture or a reality.  

Eventually, you get a direct rental proposal (the actual floor is free, you 

just sign a leasing contract for maintenance), including installation and 

transportation, and you take it, efficiently avoiding the offers of extra 
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material, such as matching furniture and wallpaper. The carpenters get a 

key to access your apartment. You use the option of posting the purchase as 

a news flash on your net profile  for your friends to see. The flash says that 

the carpenters will show up tomorrow, but you add the note “Hah! The 

world hasn’t changed that much yet…Pure science fiction!”  
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Visualizing wood interiors:
A qualitative assessment of what

people react to and how they describe it

Enar Nordvik
N. Olof Broman

ood is more than a material of
technical characteristics to be weighed,
measured, and calculated. Wood is a ma-
terial with aesthetic qualities, biological
variations, and different appearances de-
pendent on wood species and surface
treatment (paint, varnish, oil).

It is when wood is used in products
where the wood texture is visible that the
highest price per cubic meter can be ob-
tained (Wiklund 1992). But in the wood
products chain, it is common that know-
ledge of the preferences of the end
customers is poor, especially concerning
the aesthetic features of wood (Marchal
and Mothe 1994, Hansen and Bush
1996, Swearingen et al. 1998, Hansen
and Weinfurter 1999). The industry
must become better at communicating
about wood and its advantages and dis-

advantages throughout the wood pro-
cessing chain (from forestry to housing
and recycling). This communication is
what we will call “wood communica-
tion.”

The overall goal for the wood industry
is to reach new customers and to keep
existing ones. Wood, like most other ma-
terials, must become a smart material,
easier to use for professionals as well as
nonexperts. A computer might be a use-
ful tool to achieve this goal, and one as-
pect of wood communication is com-
puter visualization. The efficacy and va-

lidity of using the computer for visual-
ization is well known and has been doc-
umented by Sheppard (2000), among
others. It has become more common to
use computer-generated images to show
how a room or a product will look when
produced. To communicate the essence
of wood (the soft or qualitative fea-
tures, such as visual, tactile, and “men-
tal” qualities of wood), expressed and
visualized by a computer, is both an in-
teresting opportunity and a challenge
because of the medium’s limited means
of communication. Vital knowledge is
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Abstract
Wood is more than a material with technical characteristics. It is a material with aesthetic qualities and is the object of subjective

appraisal. Today, it is common to use computers to show how a room or product will look when it is produced. In communicating the
aesthetic properties of wood in such cases, the ways people experience wood are of interest, as are what is important to focus on and
what isbest avoided.Theobjectiveof this studywas toexploreandgatherdescriptionsofcomputer-visualizedwood interiors through
qualitative interviews. The Grounded Theory method was used to get a map of what people react to in such images. The principle is to
sort data into groups consisting of aspects of a certain property. Eighteen pictures were used in a two-by-two comparison study.
Twenty-onepersonswere interviewedforabout20minuteseach.The results indicate thatgoodvisualizationofwoodshouldavoider-
roneous details, repetitive patterns and lighting, or shadowing errors. Another result is recognition of the difference between seeing
and describing. It was hard for respondents to separate what they liked/disliked from what they understood. Most respondents also re-
acted more to how the wood in the pictures handled shades and colors than to its textures. This could mean that photorealism is no
guarantee for getting acceptance for the picture. In addition, more important than high resolution is for wood to be part of the whole
picture and not stand out or appear more processed than the surroundings.

Technical Note



missing about what factors are impor-
tant when visualizing wood interiors.

The overall aim of this study was to
study how humans react to and perceive
computer visualizations of wood. If it is
possible to discover what people react to
and how they describe it, it should be
possible to know (or study) which fac-
tors should be given extra consideration
in computer visualizations of wood.

Objective
The objective of this study was to ex-

plore and gather descriptions of the re-
spondents’ reactions when looking at
computer-visualized wood interiors. The
purpose was also to screen for factors
that are of importance when visualizing
wood. Henceforth, “the respondents” are
here understood as the particular sample
of people that were chosen for these in-
terviews.

Previous work
Work concerning wood and visual im-

pressions is presented in articles by
Broman (1995a,1995b), which contain
qualitative interviews, but focus on meth-
ods of interrogation. Broman (1995b)
also investigated people’s attitudes to-
wards wood and showed that it is possi-
ble to draw adequate conclusions about
real, live wood experiences with com-
puter experiments. In comparison to
Broman (1995a), the study described
here is more oriented toward concep-
tions about computer-visualized wood
interiors. Architectural scientific dis-
cussions regarding “experiencing
beauty” are nothing new. Considerable
work has been done (Rasmussen 1962,
Hesselgren 1987) and is still being done.
A study about the perceived color of
paint (Fridell Anter 2000) is an interest-
ing example, but is directed more to-
wards color and painted façades.

The entire field of digital picturing
and scientific visualization (Cox 1990)
is maturing. Substantial advances in
computer capabilities and improvements
in graphics software have made visual-
ization easier and more accurate, but the
research is still somewhat limited (Dan-
iel and Meitner 2001), although some
results can be found in the literature. Re-
sults indicate that aspects of computer
visualization, e.g., resolution and color
fidelity, may significantly affect observ-
ers’ perceptions, understanding, and
judgments. For example, some features
of visualization are known to affect at-
tention and interpretation and to arouse

positive and/or negative emotions
(Mitchell 1983, Broudy 1987, Cox
1990). However, these studies deal with
visualization in general or visualization
of trees, not of wood and/or wood interi-
ors. Attempts to compare most of to-
day’s architectural ways of visualizing
wood (model, sketch, computer image,
watercolor painting, etc.) were made by
Persson (2001).

Scope and limitations
This is not a study of wood as a mate-

rial nor of computer visualization in
general. This study concerns the quali-
ties of wood, when wood interiors are
computer-visualized. In other words,
wood is not considered in an isolated
manner, but within a context. Nonvisual
qualities such as tactile and sound quali-
ties are not included. Obviously, many
of wood’s competitive advantages will
be missing in such a visualization. This
study deals with the general problems of
computer visualization to the extent that
they apply to the experience of interior
wood. Other aspects of computer visual-
ization have not been studied.

Materials and methods

Theory
To learn more about a phenomenon

than quantitative data can provide (what
we can measure, weigh, and scan), it is
necessary to use qualitative methods,
such as the Grounded Theory (Glaser
and Strauss 1968). The idea behind the
Grounded Theory paradigm and most
other qualitative research theories is not
to generate generalizable statistics, but
to investigate and understand a phenom-
enon and to generate theory from data.
Here, the Grounded Theory is used to
make a map of an unexplored new land-
scape by dividing a phenomenon into
categories, properties, and aspects.

The pictures
Eighteen pictures of interior sur-

roundings (examples in Figs. 1 to 3)
with visible wood elements were com-
puter-generated. To avoid biased results
and to avoid a situation where the re-
searcher is measuring responses to his
own pictures, six originals were col-
lected from outside sources such as
CAD companies and architects. Each
original was varied so as to obtain three
versions of each picture with wide varia-
tions in light, shadows, color, contrast,
etc. For example, one picture had higher
contrast, another had brighter material,

and a third had no shadows. A system
was prepared on a laptop computer for
viewing the pictures two at a time for
comparison in pairs. The two-by-two
comparison strategy was used to provoke
opinions where respondents first have to
choose and then also motivate their
choice (Silverstein and Farrell 2001).

The interviews
The interviews took place at the Cen-

tral Station and the City Terminal in
Stockholm, Sweden, during a week in
June 2002. These locations were chosen
in order to get as broad a random selec-
tion of respondents as possible (age 20
to 70, both genders, varied education,
style, origin, and interests), all in accor-
dance with the Grounded Theory
(Glaser and Strauss 1968, Miles and
Huberman 1994). Except for gender and
age, no background data were noted,
since this sample was not intended for
quantifying the importance of the wood
aspects. The study aimed at exploring
and gathering possible aspects (like
color, light, contrast) that may be of im-
portance when visualizing wood interi-
ors. The time necessary for the inter-
view was about 20 minutes.

Twenty-one persons were interviewed,
all in Swedish. Eighteen of the respon-
dents, nine from each gender, completed
the interview and these were used in this
study. In order to influence the respon-
dents as little as possible, the wording of
the questions was deliberately kept
vague, although the purpose of the ques-
tions was precise. After a short introduc-
tion to the study, only one main question
was used to evoke responses from the re-
spondents. This question was: Which
picture do you think is “better?” Ini-
tially, no further explanation was pro-
vided. No mention of the wood itself
was made in the main question (al-
though the pictures were dominated by
wood objects). This was done to avoid
directing the respondent to wood as the
subject. The comments about wood tex-
tures came naturally as part of the de-
scription of the pictures. Supporting
questions, used when needed, consisted
of expressions like these: “And why do
you think this picture is better?” “Is
better the same as more natural?” “Is the
difference obvious?”

According to the Grounded Theory
paradigm, the collection of data is ended
when the answers stop presenting much
new data (Glaser and Strauss 1968). Af-
ter 18 persons, not very many new words
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Figure 1. — Examples of interview pictures. Many respondents preferred colors more intense than normal wood.

Figure 2. — Examples of interview pictures. Light and a sense of welcome were important for the respondents.

Figure 3. — Examples of interview pictures. Shadows and knots were important for the respondents.



and descriptions were used and the
amount of data was sufficiently stable to
map the expressions. To be sure, three
more interviews were conducted. The
interviews were recorded on a minidisc
recorder; supporting notes were also
taken on paper. About 6 hours of inter-
views were recorded, which resulted in
about 15,000 characters of transcription.

Data processing

In order to produce meaningful re-
sults, the data must be summarized. The
principle (Miles and Huberman 1994) is
to group data into different categories
and properties, i.e., to sort the explained
data into different groups, each consist-
ing of aspects of a certain property (Fig.
4). The goal is to find a small number of
categories and then a number of proper-
ties, which allows each data point to be
transferred to one of them, i.e., consti-
tute an aspect of one of the properties. In
this final phase, it is important to con-
centrate the data into categories and pro-
perties that together explain something
about the examined phenomenon. The
subject of the study was “Experiencing
Computer- Visualized Wood Interiors,”
and this phenomenon was divided into
categories and properties. Each property
had several different aspects. (Fig. 4)

The parts of the 6-hour recorded inter-
view data that contained useful words

and phrases connected (even slightly) to
wood were transcribed exactly (about
300 different sentences) and then thor-
oughly and systematically grouped and
regrouped into different categories ac-
cording to theory. Since the pictures were
dominated by wood, most responses
also had a connection, even if vague, to
wood. This grouping and regrouping
continues until the researcher thinks the
map of expressions gives a fair picture
of the interviews. Naturally, this is sub-
jective, putting the researcher in control
of the data and the result.

Results
The result of a qualitative study is a

somewhat ordered map of aspects
(Miles and Huberman 1994).

After grouping and regrouping (to
give as complete a survey map as possi-
ble), four main categories were found
(Fig. 4). How people describe what they
see and react to can best be described
by four categories: Appraisal, Reality,
Entirety, and Spirit. These subjective
categories are simply a way for the re-
searcher to sort the data and could of
course be named something else.

The data within the category Ap-
praisal deals not so much with the de-
tails and the wood itself as with the re-
spondent’s personal tastes and opinions.
This category was further sorted into the

properties Opinion and Taste. Opinion
contains judgments such as “optical illu-
sion,” “looks like a hospital,” and “ev-
erything on a computer is unrealistic.”
Taste is more concerned with judgments
like “delightful,” “awesome,” and
“kitchens should be bright.” This cate-
gory, Appraisal, is too personal to be a
real part of this study and is noted for in-
formation purposes only.

The category Reality contains opin-
ions about how real and natural the pic-
tures seemed to the viewers. Since this is
more connected to the personal judg-
ments of the respondents than to physi-
cal objects in the pictures, the data in
the category Reality is highly subjective,
whereas the categories Entirety and
Spirit are less subjective (more oriented
towards objects contained within the
picture). Even so, Reality contains fea-
tures in wood, such as knots. The prop-
erties here are Material, Realism, and
Clarity. Opinions like “imitation of
wood,” “untreated wood,” or “feels like
concrete” would come under the cate-
gory Material, whereas “like a drawing,”
“strange,” or “like expected” fit under
Realism, and “knots and stuff are visi-
ble,” “legible details,” and “more of the
structure” come under Clarity. Alto-
gether, the properties in the category Re-
ality have significance when the viewer
is interested in details and in the material
itself.

Entirety and Spirit are of great interest
in this study, since they are more easily
connected to details in the pictures and
with opinions such as “dimmed” or “dis-
turbing detail.” These categories contain
factors that affect the whole, compre-
hensive picture.

The category Entirety contains two
properties: Harmony (“light balance,”
“washed out,” and “calmer”) and Detail
error (a repetitive pattern or a lamp with-
out cord, that appears to be flying). En-
tirety shows that a single erroneous de-
tail can ruin the whole picture. The
tolerance for this was very low among
all respondents.

The interviews showed that the fea-
tures within the category Spirit are deci-
sive for the understanding of wood.
Spirit contains properties such as Light,
Contrast, Color, Life, and Warmth. In
the Light category, people noted charac-
teristics such as “dimmed,” “dazzling,”
or “the shadows are gone,” but also
commented on the actual lightness/dark-
ness in the material. In Contrast, they –
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naturally – talked about “contrasts,” i.e.,
color and light contrasts in the pictures.
Color contains such aspects as “clear
colors,” “pale,” or “matching colors”
and Warmth contains such aspects as
“cooled,” “too cold,” “warm,” etc. Life is
the property dealing with presence; it
holds diffuse feelings such as “alive,”
“stiff,” etc. This is just one way to look
at the category Spirit; the data are of
course interlinked and interactive (Fig.
5). Within the category Spirit is also the
“diffuse light” that could be considered
as “how the light is reflected by the sur-
face structure.” This aspect may require
further investigation.

Another result was the difference be-
tween what people saw and how they de-
scribed it. Usually the respondents saw
one erroneous thing and described the
whole picture in terms of that, even
though the opposite also occurred. It
was hard for the respondents to separate
sensory impression from comprehen-
sion, i.e., what they liked/disliked and
what they understood. The term “under-
stand” here stands for understanding
what the respondent sees in the picture,
the perspective, the furniture, and the
material, etc.

Some respondents – regardless of age
and sex – tended to like wood that was
more wood than wood is, i.e., hyper-
realistic, in brighter colors and higher
contrasts than real wood. Others, on the
other hand, did not. Such variations in
opinion are a natural element when re-
searching subjective descriptions.

Photorealism (looking like a photo-
graph) seems to be no guarantee for ac-
ceptance of a picture. Sometimes the re-
spondents claimed that they liked one
picture better, but understood the other
one better.

Discussion

Limitations
To study a phenomenon as complex

as computer visualization of wood
might be considered too much. On the

other hand, the only way to study wood
within its context is to present it within
its context. However, previous attempts
(Persson 2001) showed that not limiting
it to only computer-generated pictures
would have made the study task im-
mense. For example, although the judg-
ments in the category Appraisal that
concern associations (“looks like a hos-
pital”) are interesting, they have not
been further investigated in this study,
since they are difficult to use for the pur-
poses of the study.

Interpretations/implications
The researcher has ultimate control

over the answers by choosing which pic-
tures are to be discussed. That is, if he or
she chooses a picture with a lighting er-
ror, he often gets the answer “light.”
Therefore, awareness of this problem is
important. This risk was found during
pretesting of the pictures and could
therefore be managed. The pretesting
also showed that the free form of the
interviews gave the desired result. Since
the researcher also interprets the an-
swers, he or she has a double responsi-
bility. This is, however, also an advan-
tage, as the researcher is in control of the
material.

Importance
The results conformed to common

sense and were not unexpected, even if
they sometimes pointed in different di-
rections. This is normal, of course, when
researching subjective phenomena. Fac-
tors outside the nature of wood itself
greatly affect our experience of wood. It
is hard to draw a distinct line between
the appearance of the wood interiors and
attitudes relating to other phenomena
that influence the pictures. Light, shad-
ows, and colors all interact to provide us
with a complete picture; therefore, they
also influence how we understand wood.
However, wood normally exists in a con-
text, which is why an isolated wood
study probably would not have given a
better map of descriptions.

This result is a roadmap for further re-
search, but it also gives an idea of what
should be avoided when using comput-
ers for visualizing wood interiors.

Conclusions
Experiencing wood is a quite complex

affair. A number of factors (look, feel,
smell) cooperate in giving us the im-
pressions we get (“I miss feeling the
structure and warmth, wood doesn’t

work on a computer screen”). Wood is a
great deal more multimedia than what a
computer can handle. Although no sin-
gle factor that divided the answers into
two logical groups was found, there are
still many findings that are of interest,
both for further research on the experi-
ence of wood and for visualization in
general.

The results of this study indicate that
to produce a picture that most people
would accept, the person visualizing
wood will have to carefully avoid dis-
turbing the whole with single erroneous
details, repetitive patterns and lighting,
or shadowing errors. The natural wood
pattern reveals any attempt to falsify it.
In addition, more important than high
resolution is for wood to be part of the
whole picture and not stand out or ap-
pear more processed than the surround-
ings. When it comes to experiencing
wood, the biggest bias is perhaps that it
is very hard for viewers to differentiate
between what they understand from the
picture and what they like in it. This
means that it might be easier to under-
stand what kind of wood the picture is
supposed to communicate and how it
looks in one picture, but because of other
factors, such as the aspects in the cate-
gory Spirit and the picture composition,
it might be easier to like another picture.
This is, of course, something to consider
when visualizing wood: “is this a selling
picture or an informative picture?”

Furthermore, the researcher has a great
responsibility to interpret the words the
viewers use to try to describe their expe-
riences. Knowing this, it is important to
discuss the validity of the results with
other researchers.

This study indicates that computer vi-
sualization can’t encompass the whole
of the experience of wood. For instance,
how do we communicate the slightly
softer echo from walking on a wood
floor? And finally, we must not forget
that we can’t really visualize wood in
computers; visualization is something
that takes place within each viewer’s head.
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Looking at computer-visualized interior wood 

– a qualitative assessment using focus groups 
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The objective of this study was to explore and gather human reactions and perceptions on computer visualizations of interior wood. The subjective 

qualities are the values that are decisive for the most critical decision; to buy or not. To learn more about a phenomenon than quantitative data can 

provide, qualitative methods are needed. Here, grounded theory was used with focus groups to form a map of 14 person’s experiences of wood. 

Six computer-generated pictures with visible wood was varied into 18 pictures, that in a two-by-two comparison resulted in 3 500 word. These 

were combined into the map with earlier found 2000 words. The main dimensions found were light, color, unity and authenticity. Light is more 

than brightness; shadows and lighting seemed more important for the wood feeling, as well as color and contrast give life and warmth to the 

material on the screen. Respondents wanted wood that was more “woody” and “warmer” than wood is, i.e. a hyper-realistic picture. Maybe smart 

modification, rather than photorealism should be the goal. Distribution of the earlier found activity and harmony was important for most 

respondents. Also, many discussed the composition and/or the context or purpose of the pictures. Wood is not just wood; it is also its 

surroundings. Key words: Visualization, Qualitative method, Interior Wood, Preferences 

 

 

Wood is a material with aesthetic qualities that are the 

subject of subjective preferences and values. These 

values are earlier seen as “soft” compared to the 

“hard” features that are easy to weigh measure and 

calculate - and subsequently treated with less respect. 

In reality, these values are decisive for the most 

critical decision; to buy or not.1  

It is when wood is used in products where the wood 

texture is visible that the highest price per cubic meter 

can be obtained.2 But in the wood products chain, it is 

common that knowledge of the preferences of the end 

customers is poor, especially concerning the aesthetic 

features of wood 3 4 5, although later studies are 

oriented towards this subject 6 7 8. The industry must 

become better at communicating wood and its 

features throughout the wood processing chain (from 

forestry and sawmills to housing and recycling). The 

efficacy and validity of using the computer for 

visualization is well known and has been 

documented.9 It has become more common to use 

computer-generated images to show how a room or a 

product will look when produced. Computer 

visualization is a useful tool in “wood 

communication”, but vital knowledge about what 

factors are important when visualizing wooden 

interiors is still missing.  

Considerable work in the field of architecture 

regarding “experiencing beauty” has been conducted 

since Rasmussen 10 took on the whole field of  
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experiencing architecture, and Hesselgren 11 on the 

psychological research approach. The thesises of 

Fridell Anter 12 on the perceived color of painted 

facades and Svedmyr 13 on the materiality of painted 

façades are interesting, but more directed towards 

color and paint.  

Advances in computer capabilities and 

improvements in graphics software have made 

visualization easier and more accurate.14 Results 

indicate that aspects of computer visualization, like 

resolution and color fidelity, may significantly affect 

observers' perceptions, understanding and judgments. 

Some features of visualization are known to affect 

attention and interpretation and to arouse positive 

and/or negative emotions.15 16 17 However, these 

studies deal with visualization in general or 

visualization of trees, not of wood and/or wooden 

interiors. Daniel and Meitner 14 discuss the validity of 

visualization, however applied to forestry, not to 

wooden interiors. 

Tsunetsugu et al. 18 show that a difference in 

wood ratio in the interior causes different measurable 

physiological responses, where the 45% ratio room – 

with the highest scores in subjective “comfortable” 

feeling - lead to a significant decrease in blood 

pressure and a significant increase in pulse rate, and 

the 90% room appeared to cause a rapid decrease in 

brain activity and an increase in pulse rate. The result 

is interesting, even if Tsunetsugu et al used physical 

rooms, not computer visualizations. 

Nakamura and Kondo 19 used eye-tracking to 

objectively quantify the visual inducement of knots, 

and to compare it with the arrangement of knots on 

each knotty wall panel image. They showed that 

many visual impressions of wood wall panels were 

influenced by a complementary effect between the 

subjective noticeability of knots and the visual 

inducement of knots. 

Sakuragawa et al. 20 used semantic differentials and 

blood pressure measurements to measure 

psychological and physiological impressions of wood 

panels. They showed that visual stimulation from 

wood wall panels had an emotional and natural 

impression upon humans, and that the same visual 

stimulation induced different physiological responses 

depending on the values of the individuals. 

 

The objective of this study was to explore and gather 

human reactions and perceptions on computer 

visualizations of wood, and also to compare it with 

earlier findings by Nordvik and Broman.21 If it is 

possible to find what people react to and how they 

describe it, it should be possible to know which 

factors should be given extra consideration in 

computer visualizations of wood.  

This study concerns wood qualities involved 

when wooden interiors are computer visualized. This 

means wood as a part of the whole, and does not 

include non-visual qualities (such as tactile or sound 

features). This study deals with the general questions 

of both wood and computer-visualization as long as it 

is adequate for the experience of interior wood. 

 

Linn22 states that it is impossible to view a product 

objectively, since it is customers, as subjective 

beings, that perceive the product. To learn more about 

a phenomenon than quantitative data can provide, 

qualitative methods are needed. The idea behind most 

qualitative research is not to generate generalizable 

statistics, but to investigate and understand a 

phenomenon and thereby generate theory from data.  

 

 



Glaser and Strauss 23 describe how the grounded 

theory was developed in sociology as a strategy for 

handling data in research, providing modes of 

conceptualization for describing and explaining. See 

figure 1 for an overview of the method. Grounded 

theory is highly applicable to new areas under study 

when the aim is to generate theory and conceptualise, 

since evidence and testing never destroy a theory, it 

merely modifies it. Generating theory goes hand in 

hand with verifying it and it involves a process of 

research. A single case can indicate a general 

conceptual category or property; a few more cases 

can confirm the indication. The researcher’s job is not 

to provide a perfect description of an area, but to 

develop a theory that accounts for much of the 

relevant behaviour. Grounded theory can be presented 

either as well-codified set of properties or in a 

theoretical discussion, using conceptual categories 

and their properties. The researcher, as Broman 24 

puts it, “starts out in a confused state of noting almost 

everything he sees because it seems significant” when 

he begins to hypothesize with the sole purpose of 

generating a theory. The researcher is then no longer 

a passive receiver of impressions but is drawn 

naturally into actively generating and verifying his 

hypotheses through comparison of data. When using 

the type of purposive sampling called the maximum 

variation method,25 the aim is to document unique 

variations that have emerged in adapting to different 

conditions. Maximum diversity in data requires dense 

developing of properties and categories, integration of 

categories and properties, and delimiting scope of 

theory. An intensive interaction between investigator 

and object is essential to the formation of sound 

judgements. 

Here, the grounded theory is used to make a map of 

an unexplored new landscape by dividing a 

phenomenon into categories, properties and qualities. 

The principle 26 is to group data under different 

categories, i.e. to sort the explained data into different 

groups, each consisting of a bundle of qualities of a 

certain property. 

 

 

Figure 1. Basic structure of the qualitative Grounded 
theory method used.23, 26 
 

Broman 24 27 at Luleå University of Technology 

(LTU) has studied visual impressions of wood with 

focus on methods of interrogation. Broman 27 

indicates a possibility to draw adequate conclusions 

about the experience of real wood from computer 

images of wood, which also is confirmed by Bishop 

and Leahy. 28 Broman’s most important findings are 

the importance of the qualities harmony and activity.  

In an earlier study 21, also investigating computer 

visualization of interior wood, the phenomenon was 

divided in four categories: appraisal, reality, entirety 

and spirit (Tab. 1). Please note that all tables featured 



in this article (except Tab. 3) are merely lists of words 

with captions. 

 

Six computer-generated pictures with visible wood 

interiors were collected from outside sources such as 

construction and architectural companies. Each 

original was varied using image-editing software 

(Adobe Photoshop 7.0) so as to obtain three versions 

of each picture with wide, but not extreme, variations 

in light, shadows, color, contrast, saturation (mostly a 

10% plus/minus variation). Thus, the process ended 

up with eighteen pictures, that were scaled down so 

one pair would fill the screen (roughly 510x450  

pixels each). In figure 2, three original pictures (A, C, 

E) and three variations are shown (B, D, F).  

 

 
Figure 2. A-G (plate) Example of pictures used in the 
interviews. Originals to the left, and variation to the 
right. 

A system was prepared on a laptop computer for 

viewing the pictures two at a time for comparison in 

pairs. Each original picture was compared to the 

altered versions of it. The two-by-two comparison 

strategy was used to provoke opinions, where 

respondents first have to choose and then also 

motivate their choice.29 Instead of viewing the 

pictures on a laptop (with biases regarding light and 

angle conditions etc), the pictures were projected on a 

2 meters wide screen in a controlled environment, to 

ensure the same experience for all groups, sitting 3 

meters from the screen. 

 

Earlier studies 21 (Tab. 1) had resulted in valuable 

data (some 2000 words), but it was mostly single 

words, not sentences and expressions. 

 

Table 1. Earlier map of qualities of computer-
visualized interior wood by Nordvik and Broman 
2005. 21 

 

 

Inspired by the ideas behind focus groups 30 31 for 

gaining the data input, three groups were put together. 

The members of the groups were chosen to get three 

distinct groups: one younger group (20-30 years), one 

older group (40-60) and finally one expert group 

(architecture, construction and wood expertise). All 

groups were native Swedish-speaking and between 4-

5 persons of both sexes and already acquainted and 

comfortable with each other, all in accordance with 

theory 31 Together, the three groups constituted such a 

broad selection of respondents (age 20 to 60, both 

sexes, varied education, style, origin, and interests), 



that the grounded theory requires 23 26. It is usually 

recommended that focus groups begin with 

heterogeneous groups and later move towards more 

homogenous 32 but since this was the second study on 

the same topic, the heterogeneity came from the 

difference between the three groups. The grounded 

theory points out that instead of representative 

sampling, a purposive or interactional sampling of 

cases is appropriate. 33 34 

The interviews, or discussions, took place in the 

same studio in Skellefteå (Sweden), under the same, 

controlled, conditions. They lasted just over one hour 

each and were recorded on a mini-disc recorder; 

supporting notes were also taken on paper. No video-

recording was used, since the goal was to find new 

words and expressions. The study was conducted in 

accordance with ethical principles.35 

One researcher led the discussion and passed the 

word. In order to influence the respondents as little as 

possible, the wording of the questions was 

deliberately kept vague, although the purpose was 

precise. After a short introduction to the study, only 

one main question was used to evoke responses from 

the respondents. This question was: “Which picture 

do you think is better?” Initially, no further 

explanation was provided. To avoid directing the 

respondent too much, no mention of the wood itself 

was made in the main question. The comments about 

wood textures came naturally as part of the 

description of the pictures, since the pictures were 

dominated by wood objects. Supporting questions, 

used when needed, consisted of expressions like 

these: “And why do you think this picture is better?” 

“Is better the same as more appealing?” “Is the 

difference obvious?” 

More than three hours of interviews were 

recorded, which resulted in about 600 sentences  

(20 000 characters, 3 500 words). According to the 

grounded theory, the collection of data is ended when 

the answers stop presenting much new data. 23 By the 

end of the third focus group discussion, very few new 

words and descriptions were used and the amount of 

data was considered sufficiently stable to map the 

expressions, wherefore the thoughts on a fourth group 

were cancelled.  

 

Miles and Huberman 26 claim that the data analysis 

process in qualitative research contains the three 

subprocesses of data reduction, data display, and 

conclusion drawing. The data reduction process 

involves sorting information into categories so that 

the information begins to form a picture of the 

complex phenomenon under study. Data display 

presents an organized and compressed assembly of 

information, and help understand the phenomenon 

and draw conclusions. The conclusions become 

increasing explicit as the data collection and analysis 

continues.  

In order to take in all aspects of the data and to 

lift them to a generally applicable level, they have to 

be conceptualized. 23 Valuable words and phrases 

were transcribed exactly and then systematically 

grouped, regrouped and conceptualized into different 

qualities, categories and properties describing the 

phenomenon ”Computer-Visualized Interior Wood”, 

all according to theory. 26 As seen in figure 1, after 

defining what phenomenon to examine, deciding how 

to collect data and collecting it, the data analysis step 

consisted of transcription, reduction and display. The 

data reduction was a subdividing and coding process 

where the qualities (actual words and sentences used) 

were sorted into categories (Contrast, Computer-made 

etc). They were then summarised into properties 



(Light, Color etc). Thereafter a map of the qualities, 

categories and properties describing the phenomenon 

was assembled. Joint collection, coding, and analysis 

of data are the underlying operations when generating 

theory. This generation requires that all three 

operations are done together as much as possible. 23 

The goal is to find a small number of categories, and 

then a number of properties, which allows each data 

point to be transferred to one of them, i.e. constitute 

an aspect of the property. Each word was “tagged” 

with information about what group, picture and 

person it was connected to.  

This work started after the first group, and was a 

continuous process through the last group. The work 

was conducted by one researcher, but with continuous 

support from fellow researchers and literature. 

Finally, the 2000 words from the earlier study 21 were 

taken into consideration. Thus the categories and 

properties were determined post priori with as few a 

priori assumptions as possible. 

 

The data was divided into a map. Note that this map 

is a map of how the comments are sorted, not 

necessarily a map of which factors that are of 

importance when visualizing wood. What people see 

and evaluate in a wood surface could be described in 

four properties: light, color, unity and authenticity 

(Tab. 2). As stated earlier, data display presents an 

organized and compressed assembly of information, 

and help understand the phenomenon. 26 

Light is the most common category in all answers and 

groups. Many respondents tend to describe light as 

the single most important factor; especially errors in 

light matters are of decisive importance. Shadows and 

lighting seems to be important for feeling of 

authenticity, more so than  

Table 2. Experiencing Computer-Visualized Wood. A 
map of descriptions.  
 

 

brightness. Examples of this are statements like ”very 

strange shadows” or “wood should give different 

reflections”. 

The experience of color seems to be very 

important for the overall “wood feeling”, for instance 

when distinguishing wood from painted non-wood 

materials. Color and contrast was also often the first 

thing the respondents reacted at, at the same time as 

they decided whether the picture was realistic or not; 

“The shelves feel wishy-washy”, “Wood is not that 

color”. 

Remarks regarding the unity are concentrated on 

harmony and the composition of the picture, but also 

the spatial feeling. The context (style, purpose) of the 

picture matters. Activity, whether it’s low or high in 

the wooden pattern, i.e. quiet or lively, or more 

connected to contrast or the distribution of elements, 

i.e. composition issues, seems to be essential for the 

feeling of life; “Wood doesn’t fit into that furniture”, 

“These knots give life”. A quality like contrast 

inflects light and color as well as activity. 

Authenticity covers comments regarding the 

material characteristics as well as the quality of not 

feeling computer-made, wherefore qualities as 

detailing, errors (repetition, scale) and authenticity are 

of importance. Comments on gleam and reflections 

were frequent; ”There are no daylight reflections on 



the floor, it’s unreal”, as well as material issues; “This 

is mixed heart wood” and detail errors; “The floors 

boards are the wrong direction”. 

Factors outside the nature of wood itself greatly 

affect our experience of wood. It is hard to draw a 

distinct line between the appearance of the wood 

interiors and attitudes relating to other phenomena 

that influence the pictures. The interviews indicated 

that light, shadows and colors all interact to provide 

us with a complete picture; therefore, they also 

influence how we understand wood. However, wood 

normally exists in a context, which is why an isolated 

wood study probably would not have given a better 

map of descriptions. Many respondents asked for the 

context; the purpose of the picture, and what kind of 

room it was. Others did not like the room, and had 

therefore hard times to describe the wood at all or 

wanted different wood in that surrounding. This 

suggests that it is impossible for wood to become free 

from the surroundings when you visualize wood.  

The earlier notation 21 of respondents demanding 

wood that was more “woody” and “warmer” than 

wood is, i.e. a hyper-realistic picture with brighter 

colors and higher contrasts than real wood, was found 

also here (“It doesn’t bring out the wood. The color 

contrast is too small between the wood and the rest.”). 

Maybe photo realism does not do all the work. 

Although no decisive differences between the 

three groups were found, the wording varied 

according to each group’s professions, with the expert 

group using more evasive words (“spatiality”), but 

also the younger ones looking more critical at the 

visualizations than both other groups.  

 

Linn 22 states that when looking at the product from a 

producer’s point of view, the central aspect of the 

concept is the physical product. When viewing the 

concept through the eyes of the consumer, it is 

somewhat different; the most central aspect is the 

consumer’s basic need. Desires of sociological and 

psychological nature are also included in the 

peripherals of the concept.  

One could argue that the total of 14 persons 

participating in the study were too few to make a 

good sample, but since the study was to complete the 

map from the earlier investigations on this 

phenomenon 21, and the interviews resulted in rather 

rich data,  the amount was considered enough. This is 

supported by the richer data from the current study. 

If there are typical qualities, there ought to be 

qualitative differences that explain people’s 

comments and valuations. This investigation points 

out two kinds of differences that seem to be of 

importance: on one side light and color and on the 

other unity and authenticity. The first kind is easily 

transferred into technical parameters that are possible 

to control, whereas the other are more connected to 

the overall feeling.  

The current study speaks of brightness and color. 

While lightness runs from black to white and is 

perceived reflectance, brightness is a perceived, 

subjective, luminance.36 Color is usually seen as a 

colorspace divided in lightness, chroma/saturation 

and hue.37 The pictures in this study were not varied 

using hue, since that would have made the differences 

too obvious. 

The results were not unexpected, even if they 

sometimes pointed in new directions. In grounded 

theory it is important to compare the first maps with 



later ones. Compared to Nordvik and Broman 21 (Tab. 

1), the map is different in that sense that the property 

Spirit is divided into Light and Color, whereas the 

properties reality/authenticity and entirety/unity are 

very similar. Remarks on appraisal are sorted under 

all four properties. Quite a few of the qualities are 

also different. Context and composition are also seen 

as valuable for people’s judgements. 

It seemed hard for viewers to separate between 

what they understood and what they preferred; it 

could be easier to understand what kind of wood the 

picture is supposed to communicate, but because of 

other factors, such as the colors, light and the picture 

composition, it might be easier to prefer another 

picture (“More realistic to the right, but more 

appealing surroundings to the left”). This is of course 

something to consider when visualizing wood; “is this 

a selling or an informative picture?” 

Some of these findings are general for all kinds 

of computer visualization (like shadows and crucial 

detail errors), but some seems to be special for wood 

visualization (like the demand for life, warmth and 

perhaps even hyper-realistic pictures).  

 

The findings from other studies (Tab. 3) were added 

afterwards and used for comparison of the results. 

None of them are directed towards computer 

visualization of interior wood, but related to the 

experience of architecture, wood or visualization. 

Table 3 only shows the aspects that do have affinity; 

as seen in table 4, there are many more aspects. Albeit 

these studies are not conducted as Grounded theory 

studies, the aspects found are best described as being 

on category level. 

Table 3. Affinity between current and earlier studies 
on architecture, wood and visualization 38, 40, 42, 43, 44 

 

 

Semantic descriptions of environment (“Semantisk 

miljöbeskrivning”, SMB) 38 is mainly a tool for 

examining how people experience architecture, both 

interior and exterior. By presenting images,   

models or films of a chosen environment, to volunteer 

participants, the emotional impression of the different 

environments can be measured. SMB can be used as 

planning support for new architectural objects. 38 

SMB is based on Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum’s 

theories about the Semantic differentials.39 In order to 

get representative words describing architecture more 

than 1000 words were collected from a dictionary and 

evaluated on semantic scales and treated with factor 

analysis. In two steps the number of words was 

reduced to 36 words that were considered as 

sufficient to describe architectural environment. 

Compared to Osgood’s factors (Evaluation, Activity, 

Potency, Novelty and Spatial quality), Küller could 

identify eight factors (see Tab. 4.) 

 

Table 4. Factors according to Küller 1975. 38 



The words and factors from Küller were used as 

valuable input for the current study. Even if the 

respondents in the current study also spoke of 

activity, context and general appreciation, SMB is 

naturally missing discussion of authenticity, since it is 

directed towards authentic environments.  

In a study from the Swedish Pulp and Paper 

Research Institute (STFI), Jonsson40 used Repertory 

Grid Technique41 to find core values of wood. This 

method could be used to evaluate subjective 

experiences, through their individual ways to 

construct mental conceptions about a number of 

elements. It is also possible to analyze the data 

statistically. Jonsson is sorting the experiences in four 

categories (Tab. 5). Compared to Jonsson, a lot of the 

direct sensual effects are missing in computer-

visualization. Three of the found qualities that seemed 

important in the current study, brightness, authenticity 

and surroundings, are all directly supported by 

Jonsson. But where Jonsson has the advantage of 

using real wood pieces, every experience of 

visualization is what Jonsson calls an interpretation.  

 

Table 5. Factors according to Jonsson 2006. 
Translation from Swedish by the author. 40 
 

 

Compared to earlier studies at the Luleå University of 

Technology (LTU, see Tab. 3), Broman’s 24 27 

qualities harmony and activity is confirmed here, as 

well as Nordvik and Bromans’s 21 color and lighting. 

Fellow LTU researchers, Janols and Stehn 42 and 

Johnsson et al. 43 wrote about 3D-computer 

visualization for communicating aesthetics, but of 

long-span timber structures, not interior wood. They 

show that the use of 3D-computer visualization have 

great potentials, to influence the decision making 

process. The study further shows that level of 

detailing (LoD) and lighting are some key activities 

for a successful 3D-model. Janols continued with case 

studies, surveys and interviews on this topic in his 

licentiate thesis.44 

The concept of Gestalt was first introduced in 

philosophy and psychology by von Ehrenfels45 in his 

work Über Gestaltqualitäten. According to Gestalt 

psychology 46, the whole is different than the sum of 

its parts. Based upon this belief, Gestalt psychologists 

developed a set of principles to explain perceptual 

organization, or how it is natural for humans to group 

the world and try to make sense of given stimuli. 

These principles are often referred to as the “laws of 

perceptual organization” or “Gestalt laws”.  

The basic law of Gestalt theory, the Law of 

Prägnanz, implies that if a perceptual field is 

disorganized when a human first experiences it, the 

brain imposes order on the field in a predictable way 

in the direction of a “good” Gestalt, a psychological 

task that does not necessarily involve a change in the 

physical environment but one which represents a 

change in how an organism “sees” its physical 

environment. A good Gestalt follows the laws of 

similarity (grouping of similar items), proximity (the 

nearness of the items respective parts), closure 

(completed items, continuity (continuation of a 

pattern) etc.47 One use of Gestalt laws in the current 

study could be to explain that the tolerance for 

disturbing detail errors (shadows/lighting, scale, 

pattern repetition) was generally low in the current 

study, as it inflected the experience of the unity.  

To sum up, as seen in table 3, the current findings are 

partly supported by the results from earlier studies. 



The results of this study indicate that to receive a 

picture that most people would accept, the person 

visualizing wood will have to carefully use light and 

color in the right way. This does not necessarily mean 

photo realistic, but perhaps a smart modification 

providing the feeling of life, contrast and activity. For 

this, shadows and daylight (lighting) seems more 

decisive than brightness and even detailing.  

The aspects above seems to be important for the 

feeling of authenticity and unity, which also needs the 

right composition (harmony and activity) and context 

(surroundings and purpose), as well as the avoidance 

of single erroneous details (repetitive patterns and 

lighting or shadowing errors). In addition, more 

important than high resolution is for wood to be part 

of the whole picture and not stand out or appear more 

worked on than the surroundings.  

Visualizing wood in a computer is challenging. A 

number of the factors (look, feel, smell) that 

cooperate in giving us the impressions we get are 

missing (“I miss feeling the structure and warmth, 

wood doesn't work on a computer screen”). At the 

same time a lot of wood natural advantages disappear 

on the screen, while a lot of other materials 

disadvantages also disappear. The coldness of a stone 

material is for instance not communicated. And how 

do we communicate the slightly softer echo from 

walking on a wood floor? But, computer-visualization 

provides us with ways to communicate things not yet 

built or things too ungainly for a seller to bring. 

Therefore, computer visualization is a tool for the 

future and we must learn to communicate what we 

can and cannot communicate through the computer. 

This result is a roadmap for further research, but it 

also gives an idea of what should be avoided when 

using computers for visualizing wood interiors.  

Finally, we must not forget that it is impossible 

to visualize wood in computers; visualization is 

something that takes place within each viewer's head. 

Thus a subjective phenomenon. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is of interest to study and analyse the consumer market for visual wood so as to produce the 

right “look” of wood to the right product and the right group of customer. The choice of wood 

quality to a certain product is often decided at the production site without good information of 

people’s sensitivity (taste profiles) for different blending of wood features. Today, regarding the 

issue of wood quality, there are no established techniques for detecting people’s taste profiles. 

 

The aim of the work has been to develop a method for preference studies where visible wood is 

in focus. The aim was also to present interview results showing differences in acceptance among 

interviewed people just to persuade the readers about the usability of the methodology. 

 

In this investigation only wood floors of parquet type have been examined. Only one room type 

has been used. The interior was changed over time to study possible affect on parquet flooring 

preferences. About 50 persons participated in the study and they answered three times each 

during the development process. 

 

The interview concept is interactive and self instructive to measure preferences of different 

appearances of wood (in this study floor). The same room is shown but with different wood 

flooring and the floors is ranked with aid of paired comparison. When the ranking is completed, 

questions with both open and given answer alternatives are asked, just to get a description of the 

cause of preferences. 

 

Principal Component Analysis together with simple statistics was used to envisage the reader 

about the usability of the method. Perhaps the most important results of the research is that it is 

possible to measure what people prefer and to a certain extent why. Groups of peoples with 

different taste profiles can be found even if the number of interviewed people was small. The 

different wood species was described in words of the interviewed people, which of course from a 

wood producing company view, can be valuable in a market communication situation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wood is a biological material with inherent aesthetic properties which can give the final product 

a competitive advantage over other materials. It is therefore important for wood manufacturing 

industries to take advantage of those features of wood that have influence on consumers’ choice 

of product.  It is the final customer’s willingness to buy a product that is the motive power for 

the whole production process. The more a customer is satisfied with a product the more he or she 

will be ready to pay for it (Kotler et al. 1996).  In a wood product chain, it is common that 

knowledge of the preferences of the final customers is poor (Marchal and Mothe 1994, 

mailto:Broman@ltu.se
mailto:Nordvik@ltu.se
mailto:Fjellner@ltu.se
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Swearingen et al. 1998, Hansen and Weinfurter 1999 amongst others). Wood manufacturers very 

seldom do preference studies of any kind. It should be of interest to study and analyse the 

consumer market for visual wood so as to produce the right “look” of wood to the right product 

and the right group of customer. The choice of wood quality to a certain product is often decided 

at the production site without good information of people’s sensitivity (taste profiles) for 

different blending of wood features. Regarding wood quality and its aesthetic values, there are 

no established techniques for detecting people’s taste profiles. It is in this light the actual report 

should be seen. This pilot study was done to show and test a methodology which has its focus on 

the questions; how to investigate people’s preferences for different appearances of wood and 

hence, how to communicate them. Could digital images of wood products and also Internet be 

useful tools for coping with such subjective matters as the aesthetic features of wood?   

Aims 

The aim of the work has been to develop a method for preference studies where visible wood is 

in focus. The aim was also to present interview results showing differences in acceptance among 

interviewed people just to persuade the readers about the possible usability of the methodology. 

Limitations 

In this investigation only wood floors of parquet type have been examined. Only one room type 

has been used. The interior was changed over time to show possible affect on parquet flooring 

preferences. The aim was also to build the interview concept so it should be self instructive and 

also so interesting to participate in (attractive) so that those people that finds the web-site really 

would participate by their own. Therefore the most important limitation was the time. Each 

interview was not allowed to take more than 10-15 minutes.  

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The web site for the interview platform was developed in several steps and the development 

process is here briefly described.  

The interview concept 

� After a front page a short introduction follows with an explanation how the test works. 

The participant is here encouraged to rely on their first impression in the next ranking 

procedure.  

� Ranking procedure. Here the same room but with different floors are shown (seven 

example of floors). The rooms are shown in pair and the participant marks out the better 

one of two, see Fig. 1. New floors are continuously added (randomized) into the ranking 

procedure.  

� When the ranking is finished questions are asked about their preference for the highest 

ranked and the same for the lowest ranked floor.   

� The last part consists of questions about the interview person (sex, age, interest in home 

furnishings, interior design etc. 

The questionnaire  

The questions asked aims at discovering not only what people prefer but also trying to reveal the 

reasons why. Fixed answer alternatives were used and always in combination with the possibility 

to describe in free text.  

The chose of product and wood textures  

The product-example floor was chosen because it is an important part of a room (large area) and 

it is a product at the Do-It-Yourself market (DIY). Seven different looks (species) of parquet 

floorings were chosen. The looks, or wood species, were chosen so as to get a wide range of 
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appearances (e.g. light to dark, calm to lively). They were all available at the DIY market. High 

resolution digital images of the selected floors were received from the producer company. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  The paired comparison procedure. In the same room the different parquet flooring was shown and 

ranked in pair. 

 

Interviewed persons 

About 50 persons participated in the study and all were working, studying or living near the 

university. They were contacted by e-mail to encourage them to participate. The big advantage 

with this small and narrow group of participants was the possibility to follow up the process of 

development (interactivity, easiness to use etc). All interviews were conducted in Swedish. 

The showroom 

The showroom was an artificial room and the interior was altered and two kinds of showrooms 

were produced (Fig. 2-3). The wood parquet floor images were exactly the same.  

Paired comparison 

Paired comparison methodology is suitable for ranking purposes especially when the number of 

objects that should be ranked is large but also when there are rather small differences between 

the objects. In this study we used paired comparison because it almost impossible to show as 

much as seven images at the same time keeping a reasonable resolution in the images. 

Also, due the fairly large amount of floor alternatives a balanced-binary-tree principal was used 

to reduce the amount of comparisons to be made. This principal is described by Silverstein and 

Farrell (2001). The amount of comparisons was reduced to 14 instead of 21, which should be the 

case if every combination had to be examined. The probability for comparing obvious 

combinations decreases (for instance, the best against the worst) using this principal. 

Interviews in three steps 

� Test 1: The look of the showroom was the same as in Fig. 2. 

� Test 2: The same as Test 1 but two weeks later. 

� Test 3: The look of the showroom was altered, see Fig. 3.  

Test 3 was conducted two weeks after Test 2. 

Comparison in pair 

Which floor suits best to 
the room? 
Alternate picture by 
clicking the button above 

When the better one is 
shown then press the 
button below 

Change image 

This floor 
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The motives for doing these three tests were that we wanted to see how large the variation in 

choice was over time (T1 vs T2) but also how the variation was affected by the look of the show 

room (T3 vs T1 and T2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  The look of the show room in Test 1 and 2 

 

 
 

Figure 3:  The look of the show room in Test 3 

 

The analysis 

The interview results are automatically stored as text files on a server and could easily be 

imported to any program. An Excel program was used to produce summaries and tables and the 

program SIMCA P+ (Anon. 2002) was used for the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The 

PCA is a multivariate projection method that is well suited for consumer science oriented 

investigations (Eriksson et al. 1999). In the food research area PCA is frequently used for 

preference mapping (McEwan et al. 1998, Risvik et al. 1997). Here only the ranking results were 

analysed by PCA with the aim to visually describe the quantitative relation between the different 

floors and the variation within the group of interviewed people. 

RESULTS  

A result from the research and development work is the web site that works as the interview 

platform (in Swedish) http://trasmak.tt.luth.se. It constitutes of three parts, an introduction, a 

http://trasmak.tt.luth.se
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ranking part and a part with questions.  In one and the same room seven different looks of 

parquet floors are shown and the interviewed person is asked to rank the appearances and also to 

answer some follow up questions. The floors are shown two and two (paired comparison) and 

the attendee has to point out which one he ore she prefers. The results from the ranking and the 

answers are automatically stored on a server. 

The amount of people that participated in the interviews are few and the results and analysis 

regarding the interview data could therefore not been generalised (it holds only for this group of 

people).  The interview has been repeated three times and 49 persons made all three tests: 

 

Test 1:  The look of the showroom was the same as Fig. 2. 

Test 2:  The same as Test 1 but two weeks later. 

Test 3:  The look of the showroom was altered to bee more neutral, Fig. 3. 

 
Table 1:  Average ranking score for seven different looks of wood floors together with the percentage distribution 

of the scores for the three tests. 7 is highest rank and 1 is least appreciated.  

   Alder Birch Oak Cherry Maple Oakplank Walnut 

Test 1 Average rank 5,0 4,4 4,1 5,8 4,0 3,2 1,6 

 Score 7  12 14 7 43 10 14 0 

 Score 6  26 7 19 24 17 7 0 

(%) Score 5  38 21 10 17 5 5 5 

 Score 4  10 29 19 7 21 12 2 

 Score 3  10 17 29 5 29 7 5 

 Score 2  2 10 17 5 14 31 21 

 Score 1   2 2 0 0 5 24 67 

          

Test 2 Average rank 5,2 4,8 3,9 5,5 4,4 3,3 2,1 

 Score 7  23 13 8 30 18 10 0 

 Score 6  23 20 8 30 15 5 0 

(%) Score 5  33 18 20 10 13 5 3 

 Score 4  5 35 13 18 13 15 3 

 Score 3  13 8 33 13 33 3 0 

 Score 2  5 8 20 0 3 45 20 

 Score 1   0 0 0 0 8 18 75 

          

Test 3 Average rank 5,3 4,0 3,8 6,2 3,8 3,3 1,6 

 Score 7  12 6 2 53 12 14 2 

 Score 6  35 10 14 29 6 6 0 

(%) Score 5  31 22 16 6 14 10 2 

 Score 4  12 27 18 6 25 6 6 

 Score 3  10 22 33 4 12 14 6 

 Score 2  0 8 16 2 27 35 12 

 Score 1  0 6 2 0 4 16 73 

 

In Table 1 we see a summary of the ranking results for test one to three. Looking at the average 

ranking score for each appearance (look or specie) we can conclude that no major changes could 

be detected when comparing the test rounds. Putting all results together we can see that Cherry 

was ranked first followed by Alder, Birch, Maple or Oak, Oakplank and that least appreciated 

was Walnut. If we look at more details and compare Test 3 with the first two test rounds we can 

see that Cherry and to some extent Alder have improved their ranking and that Birch, Oak and 

Maple have lost some attraction. Remember that in Test 3 the interior in the showroom was 

changed compared to Test 1 and 2 and that could be one explanation.  

Table 1 also show the distribution on scores for each appearance (look or specie). Looking in 

detail at this distribution we can confirm that Cherry and Alder is the two most appreciated 

appearances and that Walnut was definitely not right in this kind of room. Looking at the floors 
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Oakplank, Maple, Oak och Birch there is a tendency of two groups of taste profiles; people that 

like the look and also people that do not. 

Principal Component analysis 

To visualize and describe in a more thorough way an analysis of the interview data by its 

principal components was made. This technique is frequently used to get an overview picture of 

the variation in the data set. Input for the analysis is the ranking results for each 

appearance(look/Specie) and person. In Fig. 4 we see how the variables (here species) load the 

principal components.  
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Figure 4: Visualization of the ranking results described by a PCA model. P[1] and P[2] mean the loading on the 

first and the second principal component, respectively. 
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Figure 5: The corresponding scoreplot. The plot shows the variation among the interviewed persons. Each dot is 

a person. The position of each dot depends on the persons’ individual ranking result. 

 

The horizontal direction (PC1) seems to show the preference direction. The more to the right in 

the figure the better ranking results. The vertical direction seems to diverge between dark 

appearances (upper) and light appearances (below). Variables (here species) that are situated 
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near another variable (e.g. Birch and Maple) has been ranked similarly.  If we only look at the 

first component we again see the same preference order as in Table 1 (Cherry, Alder, Birch, 

Maple Oak Oakplank and Walnut). The analysis gets more interesting if we look at the 

corresponding score plot (Fig. 5) which shows the how the interviewed persons have ranked all 

appearances. Each dot in the figure is one person and the plot is superimposible with the loading 

plot (Fig. 4).  For example, those persons in the lower part and to the right in the score plot have 

ranked the lighter species (Maple, Birch and Alder) high and a low rank for the darker ones 

(Oakplank, Walnut and Oak). For the persons higher up in the score plot the opposite 

explanation holds. That could also be seen in Fig.s 6 and 7. Instead of the dots in Fig. 5 we have 

in Fig. 6 chosen to visualize each persons favourite (highest rank) and in Fig. 7 each persons 

“worst” look (lowest rank) of floor. These findings confirm the message in the loadingplot  (Fig. 

4) examined earlier.   
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Figure 6: The same scoreplot as in Fig. 5. Here each interviewed persons favourite floor (highest rank) is shown. 

The greyscale follows the lightness-darkness of the floors, approximately. 
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Figure 7: The same scoreplot as in Fig. 5. Here each interviewed persons “worst” floor (lowest rank) is shown.  

The greyscale follows the lightness-darkness of the floors, approximately. 
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If the group of interviewed people had been large then it could be meaningful to try to divide the 

interviewed persons in groups based on their answers (spread in the score plot) and hence maybe 

discover new market segments or group of consumers. This has not been done in this report. 

A ranking is only a simple way of detecting preferences. In the worst scenario a person that has 

done the ranking procedure may not like any of the ranked products. Therefore, as a 

complement, each interviewed person was asked how much they liked the best ranked 

appearance but also how “much” they liked the look that was ranked as worst. The scale in Fig. 8 

is as follows: 

I want it    ( 2 )  ( 1 )  ( 0 )  (-1 )  (-2 )    I do not want it [*] 
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Figure 8:  Identical with Fig. 5 but here each person’s preference for their favourite is displayed.  

         The scale for the answers is:     I want it    ( 2 )  ( 1 )  ( 0 )  (-1 )  (-2 )    I do not want it 

 

Examining Fig. 8 we see those persons situated to the right in the plot are strongly positive to 

their ranked favourite. The opposite holds for those persons situated to the left in the plot. In the 

middle of the plot persons that are unsure or ambivalent (0) to their highest ranked floor. 

 

Among the interviewed persons almost everyone answered that they did not want (-2) their worst 

floor. This is confirmed by Table 2 which shows the distribution on answers for both the best 

ranked and the worst ranked appearance. Table 2 shows that only 43 percent of the interviewed 

persons really wanted to have their highest ranked floor and that 83 percent really disliked their 

lowest ranked appearance. 

 

 
Table 2:  Distribution of answers on the question: “Please express Your appreciation for this look of floor” 

Answer alternatives as [*] above.  All the 150 interview answers. 

Answer 

alternatives 

Most preferred 

floor (%) 

Least preferred 

floor (%) 

2 43 1 

1 31 1 

0 20 1 

-1 3 15 

-2 4 83 

 

The analysis of how much each persons ranking varied between the three test rounds is based on 

data presented in Table 3. Here, only the highest ranked floor (best) and the least preferred floor 
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(worst) are shown. When we examine Table 3 we can see that 42 to 52 percent of the 

interviewed persons have changed their favourite between the test rounds. The corresponding 

values for the worst look 6.5 to 26 percentages.  These rather high values raise the question of 

how severe this uncertainty is. The numbers inside parenthesis express the amount of people that 

made a radical change in preferred look of floor.  

 
Table 3:  Distribution of how many persons that have changed their decision between the three test rounds. 

Inside the parenthesis shows the amount of situations were a radical change* in choice was the case 

Change in the ranking of  the Comparison 

between test-

round nr: 
Best floor 

(%) 

Worst floor 

(%) 

T1 <-> T2 42  (6.5) 6.5  (0) 

T1 <-> T3 54  (43) 26  (8.6) 

T2 <-> T3 52  (30) 24  (8.7) 

 

* Explanation: A radical change had occurred if a person had changed his choice of favourite 

more than one step along a scale reaching from light to dark floors; [Maple-Birch-Alder-Cherry-

Oak-Oakplank-Walnut]. For example; If one person had changed from Maple to Birch (one step) 

no radical change has taken place. A change from Maple to Alder (two steps) was though 

documented as a radical change. 

 

Studying Table 3 again and the numbers inside parenthesis expressing the amount of persons that 

have made a radical shift in choice we can see following: 

 

- There is very good agreement between Test 1 and Test 2. The only difference between 

the tests were that two weeks had passed and note that very few radical changes in choice 

could be found (6.5% for the best floor and none for the least preferred floor). 

- There has been a greater change in peoples ranking when comparing Test 3 and the other 

two test rounds. 30 to 43 percent had made a radical change in choice of their favourite 

and regarding the worst look the corresponding change was 8.6-8.7 percent. 

 

In Test 3 the room interior was altered compared to Test 1 and 2. One possible explanation of the 

difference in variation for Test 3 compared with the others is that type of room is much more 

important than the time factor or peoples overall uncertainty or ambivalence in choice. 

 

The interview concept also consisted of a questionnaire part in the end where the participants 

described the highest and lowest ranked appearance (floor) i.e. the reasons for their choice. Both 

fixed and open ended answers were used. Results from this part have due to the small group of 

participants not been further exploited here.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This report is an output from a project aiming to create a web based interview platform. The 

development of a method for detecting and measuring people’s preferences for wood floors is 

based on results from a very small group of people locally recruited. The results from the 

interviews has been used only for showing the principle for measuring and analysing people’s 

preferences for different looks of wood parquet floors.  

In this paper the ranking procedure and the analysis of its results was in focus. Ranking with aid 

of paired comparison worked well according to follow up interview after each test. The use of a 

reduced-binary-tree method for reducing the amount of comparisons to be made by each 

participant also worked well. The results show that it is possible to divide this little group of 
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interviewed people in at least two groups; those who prefer dark floors and those who prefer 

lighter floors.  

PCA, principal component analysis, was used to visualise the variation in the data and for 

finding groups of people with different taste profiles (clusters). The analyse method worked well 

and gave a good graphical representation of the variation in the ranking data.  

One rather important result from studies like this is people’s answers and descriptions regarding 

the investigated look of parquet floors. Their descriptions could be useful for a floor company in 

a marketing point of view. It should be very useful to collect arguments and description of both 

why people liked one look or not. As the group of interviewed people is small it seemed 

pointless to analyse nor the descriptive answers nor the personal data (age, sex, income, interest 

etc). The kind of preference mapping briefly shown in this article could also be combined with 

the measurement of objectively measured sensory aspects (e.g. Broman 2000, Nyrud et al. 2005) 

and can be used for finding generic parameters that explain the reasons for differences in 

preference among people. 

The look of the digital room (the environment for the investigation, choose of interiors etc) in 

which the different floors was shown to be very decisive for the ranking results. The change in 

ranking result was larger when changing the look of the showroom than people’s change in 

preference over time. Thus, it seems that we have to use showrooms that lie in line with the 

product variant examined.   

In conclusion, we have seen a pilot example of a preference study that investigates peoples’ 

assessments for different looks of parquet floors. Despite the little group of interviewed people 

the analysis showed meaningful results. We conclude that this study indicates that the Internet 

and the use of digital images of wood products could be a useful market investigation tool for the 

future.  
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Comparison of visual
properties in digital wood images

Enar Nordvik
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Abstract
Communicating the advantages of the whole wood material, including visual impressions, is increasingly important. The

computer can be a useful tool in this effort. The overall aim of this study was to find out whether there was an experienced
difference between wood seen physically and the picture of it on a computer screen. This was done by creating a situation like
a memory game wherein the respondents first studied a physical picture (photograph) and then chose among similar pictures (12
variations and one original) on a computer screen. The variations were composed from properties found in earlier qualitative
studies. The properties were Shadow, Light, Scale, Contrast, Saturation and Gleam, and they were varied in a plus and a minus
level (more shadow/less shadow). After a contest, six variations were compared with the original in a side-by-side compari-
son.The results indicate that Co trast is the most important property when visualizing wood, both for good and bad visualization.
Shadows seem to be the least critical property. The study also supports the hypothesis of smart exaggeration, with only 2 top votes
for the Origi al picture. People seem to need more than just physically correctly recaptured wood to experience wood on a
computer screen as true wood.

BackgroundWood is a material with both technical/quantitative and
qualitative features. The technical features have been thor-
oughly investigated through years of research, but research
regarding aesthetics and people’s preferences for different
looks of wood has to date been rather limited. Although some
studies have been carried out in both Europe and Japan (Mazet
and Janin 1990, Nakamura et al. 1993, Marchal and Mothe
1994), the lack of knowledge in this field is still very evident.

Knowledge of the final customers’ preferences is still poor
in the wood product chain, especially regarding aesthetic fea-
tures of wood (Marchal and Mothe 1994, Swearingen et al.
1998, Hansen and Weinfurter 1999), although later studies are
oriented toward this subject (Jahn et al. 2001, Bumgardner et
al. 2001, Donovan and Nichols 2003).

Broman (1995a, 1995b) has studied visual impressions of
wood and people’s attitudes toward wood, but focused on
methods of interrogation. Broman (1995b) also indicates a
possibility to draw adequate conclusions about the experience
of real wood from computer images of wood, and Bishop and
Leahy (1989) show that the perceptual judgments based on
computer images closely correspond to those made from ac-
tual photographs.

Considerable work has been conducted in the field of archi-
tecture about the experience of beauty (Rasmussen 1962, Hes-
selgren 1987) and also in a new study about perceived color of

paint (Fridell Anter 2000), but that work has been more di-
rected toward painted façades. The entire field of digital im-
aging and scientific visualization (Cox 1990) is becoming
more reliable, and advances in computer capabilities and
graphic software have made visualization easier and more ac-
curate, but the research is still somewhat limited (Daniel and
Meitner 2001). Results indicate that properties of computer
visualizations (e.g., resolution and color fidelity) may signifi-
cantly affect observers’ perceptions, understandings and
judgments. For example, some features of visualizations are
known to affect attention and interpretations and to arouse
positive and/or negative emotions (Mitchell 1983, Broudy
1987, Cox 1990). Daniel and Meitner (2001) discuss the va-
lidity of visualization, however applied to forestlandscapes,
not to wood interiors.

Communicating the whole material, even visual impres-
sions, has become increasingly important when trying to
reach new customers and to keep existing ones in times of
harder competition. This communication is here called wood
commu icatio . Pakarinen (1999) states that it is important
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not only to place emphasis on design; manufacturers also have
to sell wood by its aesthetic features. The computer could be a
useful tool in this communication, but do we have knowledge
about which properties of wood we want to communicate—
and how? This topic and these results should be interesting for
the marketer of wood products as well as for the architect and
the computer visualization artist, all interested in making ap-
pealing and “wood-smelling” images of wood products for
both advertising and communication.

Objective
The main objective of this study was to search for an expe-

rienced difference between an image on paper and the same
image on a computer screen. In this case, the image on paper
represents physical reality, and the computer image represents
experienced reality. The idea of an actual world and an expe-
rienced world is one of our oldest (Plato 400 BC), but still
science seems to be stuck in measuring the physical world, not
the one we experience. This objective is grounded in a hypoth-
esis derived from earlier qualitative studies (Nordvik 2003,
2005). The hypothesis is that most people would prefer a com-
puter image that was slightly exaggerated (compared to the
physical reality), i.e., hyperrealistic, in order to find the image
realistic. This study also intends to rank six chosen properties
in order of importance to the visualization of wood in a com-
puter.

Scope and limitations
This study concerns wood qualities involved when wood

interiors are computer visualized, wood as a part of the whole
image, and does not include nonvisual qualities (such as tac-
tile or sound features). Obviously, many of wood’s competi-
tive advantages will be missing in such visualization. This
study deals with the problems of computer visualization in
general to the extent that it is adequate for the experience of
interior wood.

Materials and methods
Theory

Earlier qualitative studies (Nordvik 2003, 2005) based on
the grounded theory paradigm pointed out properties impor-
tant for computer visualization of wood. Among six main cat-
egories found, the four most important could be categorized
by the words Light, Color, E−tirety and Comprehe−sio−. Six
technical properties were chosen for further investigation in
this current study: Bright−ess (in material), Color Saturatio−,
Shadow −−te−sity, Co−trast, Texture Scali−g and Gleam. The
term tech−ical properties here denotes properties that can be
technically controlled (in contrast to properties such as Style,
Compositio−, Resembla−ce, etc). Texture Scali−g does not
cover all aspects of E−tirety, but it is important part of it. Same
for Color, it is more than Color Saturatio−.

The approach was to compare (rank) important properties
and to test the results found in earlier studies, i.e., whether the
properties found are important or not, and thereby testing a
hypothesis from earlier studies (Nordvik 2003, 2005)—that
most people would prefer a picture that is slightly exaggerated
(more contrast, stronger colors, etc.) to feel that the picture
shows actual wood. This study was conducted as a paired
comparison, which has proven to be a good way to obtain
results (Silverstein and Farrell 2001).

The images
A table made out of pine wood (Pi−us sylvestris L.) was

chosen for this study because of its large surface. It was placed
in fitting, somewhat discreet surroundings (see Figure 1). A
simple photo studio with halogen lamps was set up with day-
light blocked out. To establish a controlled environment, all
preparations were done in cooperation with a photographer,
who also took the pictures. The goal was to get one good de-
fault (original) picture and then vary it high/low in the six
properties (color saturation, shadow intensity, contrasts,
gleam, texture scaling) to finally end up with 13 images. Only
the wood surfaces in the pictures, i.e., the table, were edited.
The image editing was done using image editing software
(Adobe Photoshop 7.0), and the differences were made to be
clear, but not obvious. See Table 1 for options and values in
the software. The images were varied equally up (+) and
down (−).

The property here called Color+/− was varied by changing
the saturation parameter, not the hue or brightness parameter.
The reason for this was simply that altering the hue values
very fast makes a very unnatural look on wood surfaces. Also,
the “fiery” look of wood asked for in earlier studies (Nordvik
2003, 2005) was best varied using the saturation parameter.

Light+/− was here handled as a matter of brightness in the
wood material. Same with Co−trast+/−, but using the contrast
parameter instead. Shadows+/− demanded more of hand-
editing to bring the shadows higher or lower density, which
was achieved by copying, cloning and brighten up small areas
of the surface. Same with Gleam+/−. The property handling
texture detail scaling, Scale+/−, was the hardest part. Parts of
the surface were copied and then scaled up/down and put back
into the picture again, trying to avoid obvious lighting and
pattern errors. See Figures 1 and 2 for example pictures (dif-
ferences appear more clearly on a computer screen).

The viewing system
A system was prepared by a computer programmer allow-

ing the interviews to be done in four steps with image presen-
tation and data collecting handled by a laptop computer. The
system also handled the random order of the images. The lap-
top computer screen was turned 90 degrees to enable the
showing of two images in usual proportions (1000 by 700 pix-
els) one above the other. The monitor was calibrated with a
standard color profile from Kodak to ensure validity between
the photo lab printout and the original digital picture.

Figure 1. — The original picture.
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The interviews
The interview process consisted of four steps: printout,

variations, tournament and personal data.
Step 1. The photo lab printout. — In the first step, each re-

spondent was shown a physical image, i.e., on paper. This
image was a 20- by 30-cm photo lab printout of the default
image mentioned earlier. The respondent was instructed to
study the image and try to memorize it to be able to later on
choose the one image of two that resembled the printout the
most, not the image he/she liked better. The reason for using
an image outside of the computer was the need to break out of
the box and to be a step closer to a real experience; a photo-
graph is something most people relate to as a reflection of
reality. Also, a term used within computer graphics when dis-
cussing reality is “photo-realism,” as real as a photo. A total of
50 persons were recruited in public libraries, schools and
workplaces. The amount was considered enough for this ini-
tial study. The 10-minute interviews were conducted in a re-
laxed, well-lit atmosphere nearby the respondent.

Step 2. Variation choice. — In step 2 the respondent put
down the photo lab printout and chose between the 12 varia-
tion images (see Figure 1 and 2) in a side-by-side comparison
on a laptop. The goal was to cause reactions, and the easiest
way to provoke opinions regarding something is to compare it
with something else (Silverstein and Farrell 2001). The re-
spondents’ choices stood between the 12 property variations
only, it was not possible to choose the original picture since it
was not incorporated in step 2 (the term original here denotes
the original digital photograph that the printout and the digital
variations were made from). The variations were compared
with each other, that is “more shadow” vs. “less shadow”,
“lighter” vs. “darker” and so on. The six “winning” variations
went on to step 3.

Step 3. Winner tournament. — In
step 3, the computer added the origi-
nal image to the six winners from
step 2, and the respondents com-
pared them with each other with the
same instructions as in step 2. Again,
a side-by-side comparison was ex-
ecuted, and a method called bal-
anced binary tree (Silverstein and
Farrell, 2001) was used to reduce the
amount of the respondents’ com-

parisons. The border between steps 2 and 3 was seamless for
the respondents. Even with the reduction of comparisons, the
respondent had to choose at maximum 17 times, including
step 2. The result from this part was a ranking of the seven
pictures from 1 pt (least resembling) to 7 pts (most resem-
bling).

Step 4. Personal data. — Step 4 consisted of questions for
personal data to secure a wide representation. The questions
covered interest in home furnishing, wood experience, need
for vision correction, sex, age, profession and where the re-
spondents lived. The respondents were chosen in order to get
as wide a variation of respondents as possible (in terms of age,
sex, background, etc). All respondents were Swedish speaking.

Picture analysis
The data from the interviews, including some check num-

bers and the order of the pictures, were automatically saved
into a log file on the computer. This log file was easily read
and converted into a spreadsheet and each picture’s score was
analyzed.

Results
The respondents were between 16 and 64 years old, 25 of

each sex and with varying interest in wood and furnishings.
Most of them (88%) used a computer daily.

In step one of the interviews, the printout was shown for
about 30 seconds and then put away. In step two, one of each
variation (Shadows+/Shadows− etc.) was selected on a com-
puter screen.

In step three, all the winning pictures from step 2 were com-
pared with each other on a computer screen together with the
Original picture. Step 4 returned no results, except from se-
curing the variety of the respondents. No grouping could be
found within this sample.

Results from step 2
Table 2 shows the result of the comparisons between the

variations (“more or less shadow”, “higher or lower color
saturation”). The picture with darker wood texture (Light−)
was chosen 62 percent of the time (compared to Light+ with
38%). Also, the picture with higher color saturation (Color+)
in the wood texture was chosen 68 percent of the time. The
picture with higher contrast (Contrast+) won clearly with 74
percent over the one with lower contrast (Contrast−), which
got only 26 percent. The same results held for the pictures
with more gleam (Gleam+) when compared to the ones with
less (Gleam−). The pictures with stronger shadows
(Shadow+) or smaller wood texture scale (Scale−) also won
(68% for Scale−, 62 percent for Shadows+). The percentage
here is a simple doubling of the actual number of answers,
since the study included 50 persons. 50 percent is therefore the
same as 25 persons.

Figure 2. — Example of the image variations (Contrast+).

Table 1. — Light, color, entirety and comprehension.

Name Tech. property Software (Photoshop) editing (of selection) and values

Light ± Brightness Image > adjustments > brightness/contrast (−10 to +10)

Color ± Color saturation Image > adjustments > hue/saturation (−20 to +20)

Contrast ± Contrasts Image > adjustments > brightness/contrast (−10 to +10)

Gleam ± Gleam Clone stamp and image > adjustments > variations > lighter (3 times)

Shadows ± Shadow intensity Clone stamp (tool) and brightness/contrast (−20 to +20)

Scale ± Texture scaling Edit > scale (70% to 130%)
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Given this result, it is clear that a good computer picture of
interior wood should be darker, have higher color saturation,
more gleam, stronger shadows and definitely have higher con-
trast than the object it tries to communicate. A slightly de-
creased texture scale (size of knots, etc.) is working better
than an increased scale. This result can be seen as a confirma-
tion of the hypothesis regarding smart exaggeration, espe-
cially since this was the first six comparisons and therefore
not as disturbed by memory issues (the risk to forget the print-
out when exposed to many variations) as the comparisons dur-
ing step 3 may have been.

Results from step 3
The competition between the winning variations (for each

respondent) from step 2 returned the results shown inTable 3.
For all pictures except the original, these results are naturally
grounded in the results from step 2, i.e., the more victories in
step 2, the more chances in step 3. The result from this part
was a ranking of the seven pictures, from 1 point (least resem-
bling) to 7 points (most resembling).

As seen inTable 3, the variation with the most 7-point votes
was Contrast+, i.e., the image where the contrast in the wood
texture was slightly modified for higher contrast. It got 28
percent of all 7-point votes, while number two (Scale–) got 14
percent.

The Original picture got only 4 percent (two persons) of the
7-point votes and 10 percent of the 1-point votes. Even though
it got 20 percent of the 6-point votes, it also got 28 percent (14
persons) of the 2-point votes.

Light− got 8 percent of the 7-point votes and 8 percent of
the 1-point, votes indicating that Light− is of average impor-
tance, but still more important than Light+ with only 4 percent
of the 7-point votes. This could mean that some darkness is
needed. It should be noted that this is a rather unsophisticated
interpretation of light; it only dealt with the darkness of the
material.

The property Color had its most selected variation in
Color+, the one with higher color saturation. It got 12 percent
of the 7-point votes, 12 percent of the 6-point votes and 18

percent of the 5-point votes. Color− was not as usual, with
only one vote (2%) for 7 points. It also had very few votes
overall, since it was seldom chosen in step 2.

With 28 percent (14 persons) 7-point votes and 14 percent
6-point votes, the variation Contrast+ is clearly very impor-
tant. Contrast- is also important because of its very few wins
(2 persons). Overall, Contrast seems to be the most important
property.

The property Gleam had average results, with Gleam− get-
ting 8 percent of the 7-point votes. Gleam+ was also some-
what modest with only 4 percent of the 7-point votes, but with
12 percent of the 6-point and 5-point votes, it still indicates
some importance.

With no high and no low results for either Shadows+ or
Shadows−, the result could be interpreted as an indication that
shadows are not the most crucial of the chosen properties
when visualizing wood, as long as they are there at all.

The property Scale had a rather large span between Scale−
and Scale+. Scale here denotes the scale of the wood texture
on the table, the size of knots, annual-ring pattern and other
features. When Scale− had both distinct high (14% of the
7-point votes) and low (18% of the 1-point votes) scores,
Scale+ was more moderate (6% 7-point votes). Scale is, how-
ever, the only property that is connected to details (for in-
stance, smaller or larger knots), while other properties are
more involved with the overall impression of the picture (for
instance darker material). This could mean that it was easier to
see this property.

Combined results of steps 2 and 3
One way of grading the importance of the properties after

step 3 would be to present the average score, the term average
here meaning the sum of all points for one property (for in-
stance Colors+) divided by the number of respondents (50).
The Original picture (the one the printout was made from) has
no average value, since it entered the viewing system when all
rejections were made. It would then get a misleadingly high
average (3.56). Since the result in step 3 is grounded in the
result from step 2 (the more victories in step 2, the more
chances in step 3), the winning aspect variation (Contrast+) is
no surprise.
Table 4 clarifies the results presented inTable 3. As seen in

Table 4, Contrast+, Colors+ and Gleam+ are judged as the
picture most like the memory of the photo lab printout. The
variations in the middle of the ranking scale appear to be the

Table 3. — Results after step 3. The number of votes for each
property variation (percentage). Higher points are better.

Point(s) Orig.

Light Color Contrast Gleam Shadows Scale

− + − + − + − + − + − +

7 4 8 4 2 12 4 28 8 4 4 2 14 6

6 20 8 4 2 12 2 14 6 12 2 6 8 4

5 8 6 6 2 18 4 14 2 12 4 14 4 6

4 12 16 2 10 6 4 4 2 24 4 10 6 0

3 18 6 6 6 10 2 2 0 16 12 14 8 0

2 28 10 6 6 8 6 2 6 2 4 10 10 2

1 10 8 10 4 2 4 10 2 4 8 6 18 14

Sum 100 62 38 32 68 26 74 26 74 38 62 68 32

Table 2. — Results after step 2. The chosen variation of the
original picture (percentage).

Light Color Contrast Gleam Shadows Scale

− + − + − + − + − + − +

62 38 32 68 26 74 26 74 38 62 68 32

Table 4. — Average score after step 3 for all 50 interviews.
Sorted with the winners first.

1. Contrast+ 3.86

2. Colors+ 3.18

3. Gleam+ 3.12

4. Scale− 2.52

5. Light− 2.44

6. Shadow+ 2.28

7. Light+ 1.3

8. Shadow− 1.28

9. Gleam- 1.24

10. Scale+ 1.14

11. Colors− 1.1

12. Contrast− 0.98
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least important, whereas most important are the variations
where there is a large span between both versions (+ and −),
for example Contrast and Color.

In the results from step 2, the respondents have chosen pic-
tures that are darker, have higher color saturation, stronger
shadows and greater contrast, etc. All those properties give
better contrast when looking at the pictures. After step 3 it’s
possible to claim that Contrast is most important overall,
since it was both the aspect most respondent thought re-
sembled the most (Contrast+) and the least (Contrast−). This
can be seen as an indication that people experience wood ac-
curately depicted on a computer screen as wishy-washy or wa-
tered down.

Discussion
The results presented in this study support the hypothesis of

the need for smart exaggeration when visualizing wood inte-
riors, and they provide us with a ranking of the properties.
Contrast seems to be outstandingly important, since Con-
trast+ is ranked highest and Contrast− is ranked lowest. The
Original picture gained only 2 top votes as opposed to the 14
top votes for Contrast+. Color is also important, given the
span between the + and – variations. The reason that both
Light+ and Light−ended up in the middle of Table 4 may be
found in the fact that Light is here defined as the actual light-
ness (as opposite to darkness) of the surface material. Light is
probably much more complex and connected with reflections
and shadows. It is reasonable to assume that when the respon-
dents in earlier studies (Nordvik 2003, 2005) talked about
Light, they meant something more than lightness.

After conducting and analyzing this study, it might appear
that this is not the best way to examine the phenomenon of
wood visualization. Compared with earlier qualitative studies
(Nordvik 2003, 2005), this study had a quantitative approach.
The computer rendered a material that was far easier to con-
trol than the descriptive words from earlier studies. But hav-
ing control over the output data (getting numbers to put into
graphs instead of merely words) does not necessary mean
control over the input data (issues that affect the choices—
memory issues, observation angle, etc.). However, this study
was no doubt a necessary step on the quest for a good way to
examine the phenomenon of wood visualization.

There are three major bias risks in this study, the first one
being the inevitable difference between the original digital
photographic image and the photo lab printout. When Bishop
and Leahy (1989) found a “moderate correlation” (r = 0.76)
between ratings of photographs and computer images, their
computer images were scanned images from the photographs,
not the other way around. Surrounding lighting and viewing
angle during the interview are also critical. These two risks
were managed by allowing the respondent to try different
views before the interviews started.

The third, and most critical, bias risk is the obvious risk that
the mental picture was affected by all the versions viewed, and
that it may have varied during the interview. Even though
most respondents claimed that they were able to keep in mind
the mental picture of the photo lab printout throughout the
interviews, it is reasonable to believe that this mental picture
was affected by, at least, the first pictures in the interview, that
these then melted together into a new picture that then was
held on to during the remaining interview. If this is correct, it
means that the result of the first step of the interview (where

six versions of the pictures were chosen) was more valid, but
that the validity of the second step has decreased. But this is
only a hypothesis; it may be that the large number of versions
made the comparisons easier, the respondents had to choose
some details in the picture in order to be able to remember the
picture. The order of the images was randomized, which lim-
ited the risk for systematic errors, but also meant that no in-
terview was exactly the same as another. Creating a memory
game-like situation was important to ensure that it was the
image inside the head of the respondent that was compared to
the computer images shown.

Wood visualization is a complex phenomenon in which all
aspects affect and interplay with each other. In this study, all
aspects were treated separately and then combined in the re-
sults. Perhaps the other way around should be better. This
study had two goals, as mentioned earlier: to test the exag-
geration hypothesis and to rank the impact of the properties.
One must bear in mind that in the first part of the study it was
impossible to choose the correct picture, since the original
picture was not there in the batch. One could therefore suspect
that the respondents were forced into terms of exaggeration/
understatement, but since the original picture—that was pos-
sible to choose in step 3—did not score better than e.g.,
“higher contrast” (4 vs. 28, see tab. 3) that risk is believed to
be avoided.

The comparison with the original picture came in the next
part of the study, where the winning pictures were compared
to each other and the original image, and they all ended up
ranked in the result file. From this the assumption is made that
the winning property version is typical for its property, and all
results assume this. It is important to make the distinction be-
tween winning in this study and being important for visual-
ization. This result indicates which properties make an image
work, not which properties make it not work. The bad prop-
erties are sometimes more important for visualization than the
good ones. Contrast and Colors are examples of properties
well represented both high and low. Given that the winners on
average were Contrast+ and Colors+, it can reasonably be
claimed that the properties contrast and colors are important
overall. The average results (not first, not last) are the ones
that are less critical.

Conclusion
Given these results, some conclusions regarding the visual-

ization of wood can be drawn.

• Smart exaggeration instead of correct photorealism is
more useful.

• From earlier studies (Nordvik 2005), one could assume
that detail and texture pattern are the most important as-
pects. But this study points out contrast, color saturation
to be of great importance.

• Light is more than weight, lamps or the opposite of dark-
ness. This topic needs further investigations.

For future work, it is important to investigate further the
differences between the wood we see and the wood we think
of. Light should be treated as something more than the oppo-
site of darkness, e.g., like how daylight reflects off the wood
surface, etc. But most important is to find a way to focus more
on the interplay between the properties, how they affect each
other.
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People’s evaluations of product visualizations are at the same time both subjective and important. Naturally even so for flooring and other 

wood products. The most urgent research needs are to develop theory about what and how to measure, and thereby to find ways to predict 

customer preferences. The aim of this study is to examine the relation between the visual properties of wood floorings and people’s 

experiences of computer visualization of interior wood. The research strategy is to show digital pictures of the same room, but with different 

wood floorings. The impressions were measured by means of rating scales for each descriptive word. This was done using the method of 

Kansei Engineering, where a statistical connection between properties and semantics (descriptions) were analyzed. The research presented 

here contributes to theory and practice in two main ways. Firstly and most important, the study shows that the chosen method is suitable for a 

measuring people’s preferences on visualizations of interior wood. Secondly, the results indicate that certain properties are important for a 

“good-looking” floor and others for a “modern” or “vivid” floor. Key words: Visualization, Wood, Quantification Type 1, Floor, Interiors, 

Preferences 

 

People’s evaluations of wood floorings are highly 

subjective. Nevertheless they are important; it is when 

wood is used in products where the wood surface is 

visible and evaluable the highest price is obtained 

(Wiklund, 1992). Wood, as all materials, has features 

that together could be advantageous and 

disadvantageous depending on how it is used. To 

meet the competition from other countries and to 

survive, Swedish wood industry must find ways to 

sell more wood or get better paid for it. To do so, it is 

important to reach new customers and show the 

possibilities of wood. Computer visualization in 

general is becoming increasingly important for 

communicating new products (Sheppard, 2000), and 

the need for knowledge about what - and how - to 

communicate is evident; a study concerning colour 

copy machines (Fukushima et al., 1995) even tried to 

implement ”an intelligent interface to copy more 

beautifully than the original colour.” At the same 

time, strong trends such as individuality, hedonism, 

spirituality and downsizing (Jordan, 2001) are leaving 
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the traditional focus on functionality to concentrate 

on more affective issues. Helander (2001) identifies 

the most urgent research needs; Firstly, the 

measurement issues and theory formation must be 

addressed. Secondly, it must be possible to predict 

user/customer needs for affect. This is also the case 

when it comes to people’s experiences of wood 

interiors.  

Earlier studies on the topic by Nordvik and 

Broman (2005; 2008), where digital pictures of wood 

interiors were used provided maps of the expressions 

used when people experience computer-visualizations 

of interior wood. In a comparative study of visual 

properties in digital wood pictures, Broman et al. 

(2006) studied people’s preferences of different wood 

floorings. Ranking results and the questionnaire data 

was analyzed with aid of multivariate statistics. 

Different taste profiles was found and described and 

the study pointed out the impact of the context of the 

product (showroom). Nordvik and Broman (2007) 

attempted to manage qualitative data in a quantitative 

way and provided a ranking of the important 

expressions. The results indicated a need for some 

kind of smart adaptation of the wood aspects, such as 

stronger colours and brighter light. 

The studies above examine the affective values of 

interior wood. The physical characteristics of wood 

products are well known, but not their affective 

impact. This study is an attempt to use the method of 

Kansei Engineering to connect the product parameters 

of wood floors to these affective values. If we know 

what technical wood picture properties that together 

result in a high score among the descriptive words, 

we should be able to reverse the process and make 

floors and pictures thereof that support the most 

important descriptive word.  

 

The objective of this study is to examine the relation 

between the visualization of visual properties of wood 

floorings and people’s impressions thereof. This 

study is also an evaluation of the Kansei Engineering 

(KE) method as a tool for studying visualization of 

wood.  

 

The research conducted here contributes to the 

knowledge regarding visualization of wood 

products in the following ways: 

• The results; connection between 

properties and descriptions of affective 

values. 

• The method; evaluation of the use of KE 

for wood visualization. 

 

 

 



The term ”product” in this study applies to the 

digital pictures of a wood floorings in a certain 

context. No physical products has been used, just 

pictures thereof. All results derive from a survey 

conducted on different computers and screens. 

The study was conducted with Swedish-speaking 

respondents only; all terms are therefore translated 

in this article. 

 

Good visualization of wood requires interplay 

between product properties and impressions. 

Kansei Engineering (KE) is a method for 

translating feelings and impressions into product 

parameters. It is a cross-disciplinary product design 

methodology that spans over the humanities, social 

and natural sciences. It was developed in the 1970ies 

(Nagamachi, 1997) and defined as a “technique for 

translating the human kansei into product design 

elements”. The term kansei was defined as “a 

Japanese word which implies a customer’s 

psychological feeling and image regarding a new 

product”. KE can “measure” the feelings and shows 

the correlation to certain product properties. As a 

consequence; products can be designed in a way, 

which responds the intended feeling. KE is foremost a 

product development methodology (Harada, 1998), 

but Schütte et al. (2004) also shows how it is possible 

to use as an improvement tool for existing products or 

concepts. The general KE procedure (Schütte, 2002) 

starts with a definition of research area (Choice of 

Domain) before the affective values (the Semantic 

Space) and product properties (Space of Properties) 

are being investigated and connected (Synthesis) to 

end up with a model being built and validated.  

The study concept here is to show digital pictures 

(same room with various wood floorings), and then 

measure the impressions by means of rating scales for 

certain descriptive word. See Fig. 1 for a view of the 

process. 

 

 
Figure 1. The Kansei Engineering process in the 

current study. 

 

 
In general, the Kansei domain can be described as 

the ideal concept behind a certain product. This 

step is done to define and then to cover as big part 

as possible of this defined domain. Choosing the 

domain is done by selecting a target group, 

market niche and specification of the new product. 

A domain can include both existing products, 

concepts and still unknown design solutions 

(Schütte and Eklund, 2005). Here, the study was 



directed to the experience of pictures of wood 

floorings. Thus, only commercial products floors, 

available on the European market though internet 

and retailers, were chosen to be included in the 

study.  

• Domain chosen was “Computer pictures 

of wood flooring in a home context” 

• Target group chosen was Swedish end-

consumers between 25 and 55 years of 

age, that could consider purchasing a 

new floor to their home. 

• Market niche was home-improvement 

• The representing products (pictures of 

floorings) were chosen from several 

sources available on the European market 

(see Tab. 3). 

 

 
A Kansei product domain is described both from a 

value-based semantic and a physical, property 

perspective, both presented as vector spaces. The 

methods behind semantic descriptions are based on 

the Semantic Differential Technique by Osgood 

(Osgood and Snider, 1969). 

In common, Kansei words are collected from a 

diversity of sources (magazines, manuals, ads, 

internet forums, user interviews), but since a vast 

amount of words on this topic were already found and 

structured in earlier qualitative interview studies 

(Nordvik and Broman, 2005; 2008 and Broman et al., 

2006) it was decided to work with this material. This 

base of word material consisted of about 1500 words 

describing the domain “Computer pictures of wood 

flooring in a context”. Examples of the words were 

“feels unreal”, “cozy and familiar”, “awkward”, 

“modern”, “welcoming” and “colourful”. 

The word amount was reduced to make the data 

manageable. For this study, the goal was to end up 

with not more than 6-8 KE words, which was 

necessary to limit time of the survey to a desired 

maximum of 15 minutes. The Kansei is hierarchic, 

i.e. one high-level Kansei can join together several 

low-level and facilitates in this way the representation 

of the customers’ affective values. In KE only higher 

level Kanseis are connected to product properties in 

the synthesis phase in order to achieve a better 

generalization of the results. This is equivalent with 

the work done by Nordvik and Broman (Nordvik and 

Broman, 2005; 2008), where Grounded theory 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967) were applied to sort the 

words into dimensions and categories that could be 

seen as low and high-level Kansei. These categories 

(Tab. 1) were used as input for the continued 

reduction process, where a group of researchers of 

different professions was put together. Using 

brainstorming techniques (Osborn, 1957) and affinity 

diagrams (Bergman and Klefsjö, 1994), the 1500 

words were evaluated, clustered and grouped 

hierarchically in a dynamic and iterative process 

ending up with 24 groups of words. These words 

were then in a second step reduced again into 10 

groups. One word was chosen to represent each 

group; all according to theory (Schütte, 2002). 

  



Table 2. Found structure on Experiencing 
Computer-Visualized Wood. A map of 
descriptions. (Nordvik and Broman, 2008). 
 

 

The most relevant words representing the semantic 

space were chosen while others were excluded, this 

was to summarize the words to 6-8 Kansei 

Engineering words (KEW), as described earlier. One 

example of words removed was “Homely/Cozy”, 

which was seen as aspects of “Harmonious” and 

“Good-looking”. Further, the words “realistic” and 

“understandable” were merged into the word 

“Realistic”, and the phrases “Connects to the 

surroundings/blends in/fits” were all merged into 

“Harmonious”. Eventually, the final KEW that was 

regarded to span the semantic space of the domain 

“Computer pictures of wood flooring in a home 

context” were as follows: 

• “Vivid” 

• “Realistic” 

• “Colourful” 

• “Good-looking” 

• “Harmonious” 

• “Modern”.  

 

 
The Space of properties consists of those product 

properties that affect the user experience the most. 

There is, unlike the Semantic space, no consistent 

way of developing the Space of properties (Schütte, 

2002). However, following a model proposed by 

Schütte provides us with a corresponding way with 

three steps; collection of traits, selection of traits and 

selection of products. 

It’s generally recommended to collect 

inspirational material regarding a product domain 

from a variety of sources to identify potential 

product traits. Sources here used were as follows: 

• Retailer’s internet sites 

• Manufacturer catalogues and technical 

data sheets, wood dry sorting rules 

• Computer software manuals and menu 

systems  

 

Some 100 different product words and traits were 

found. The product, in this case being a digital 

picture, was found to have the following trait 

categories: 

• Visual wood traits 

• Visual floor traits 

• Visual picture traits, i.e. Image Editing 

Software traits 

• Other visual traits (orientation, composition 

etc) 

 

Examples of visual wood traits are typically; knots, 

graining, species, material Colour and darkness. Floor 

traits could be; patterns, strips and surface treatment. 

Examples of picture traits (image editing software 

traits) are scale, orientation, saturation, contrast, size, 

resolution, lighting etc. 

 

According to theory, the number of traits and 

variations thereof should be narrowed by selecting the 



most important ones for further evaluation (Schütte et 

al., 2004). In most cases, traits of a high frequency 

also are of high importance. This was however not the 

case here, since the rather small amount of visual 

wood traits are far more decisive than the high 

amount of image editing software traits. Pareto 

diagrams (Juran, 1954) were therefore not used in this 

process; the reduction of traits was conducted 

manually. However, the rule of 80/20 (Foster, 2001) 

is still applicable; roughly 80 % of the appearance 

was due to 20 % of the traits.  

The product (i.e. the picture) concerns more than 

wood issues, but wood has some very distinct 

material properties that influence the appearance of a 

picture with wood content. For instance; Broman 

(1995) points out Coloration (brightness), Contrast 

(graining), Knots (distribution) and Texture (pattern), 

whereas Svedmyr (2002) mentions Species, Surface 

treatment and Wood working effects. Nakamura et al. 

(1994) show that Pattern anisotropy and Colour 

variations influences the psychological image of 

“wood looking”. Thus, with help from collected data, 

literature and expert groups, the traits regarded to 

have the most influence on the visual characteristics 

of wood flooring were as follows (before reduction):

• Material brightness 

• Colour of the material 

• Level of visual activity 

• Laying pattern 

• Technical contrast of the picture 

• Surface treatment of the material 

• Wood species 

 
Material brightness and colour were seen as natural 

traits to incorporate in the study. Visual activity meant 

natural variations caused by distribution of knots, 

streakedness, grain etc. The most decisive pattern of  

wood floorings is the way it is laid in strips; 1-, 2- or 

3-strips. The intended trait Technical contrast of the 

picture was removed since it had a direct correlation 

with visual activity of the material. The intended 

property Surface treatment (oil, lacquer etc) was 

removed, since the software was not able to handle 

the difference between subdued and glossy surfaces. 

Species were also noted, but not as a property, since it 

was considered to be covered by lightness, Colour 

nuance and visual activity. 

To facilitate statistical interpretations, the number 

of variations of the traits should not be more than 

three (Ishihara, 2001). The chosen traits and the two 

variations eventually used were as seen in Tab. 2. 

According to literature (Nagamachi, 1997) they were 

now called “items”,  

 
Table 2. Selected Kansei product items and 
variations. 
 

 

Representative products (Tab. 3) were chosen to span 

the space of properties and to match the product traits 

(Tab. 2). The actual product is not the product of 

study here; the product is the digital picture of the 

product in a room. KE-Soft (Kansei Engineering 

Software), developed by the Kansei Engineering 

Research Group at The University of Linköping 

(LiU), was used to determine that the chosen products 

did span the space of properties. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 3. Kansei products and products traits 

 

Normally, the goal for KE studies is to provide as 

complete Kansei as possible, but since this was an 

investigation on visualization of wood interiors, the 

only affective flow channel used is the visual sense 

(Schütte, 2006). Knowing that it is fairly impossible 

to create an neutral room (Broman et al., 2006), a 

rather ordinary living room was prepared and 

photographed from an appropriate angle (see Fig. 2), 

and with daylight providing different gleams and 

shadows. Using the visualization software, eight 

pictures were made with the eight floors in the same 

settings. All pictures were created within the software 

and then cropped and resized in image editing 

software to 529x397 pixels, which was the maximum 

to fit on most computer screens. The pictures of the 

floors were examined on pixel level to ensure the 

product trait variations values regarding colour, 

lightness and visual activity. This was done using the 

numerical computing environment MATLAB 

(Gonzales et al., 2003) by measuring the standard 

deviation and mean value for each colour channel 

(RGB and HSV) and grayscale. 

 
 

 
The software used for producing the pictures of the 

survey was ESIGN Floor Studio, the web version of 

ESIGN Floor Studio from ESIGN Software GmbH, 

Hannover (a part of Eleco plc). The pictures were 

edited in the image editing software Adobe Photoshop 

CS from Adobe Systems, Inc. KE-Soft 2.0 (Kansei 

Engineering Software), developed by the Kansei 

Engineering Research Group at University of 

Linköping (LiU), was used in the earlier and final 

phases of this study to facilitate and ensure the 

scientific quality. Tailor-made Perl and Common 

Gateway Interface (CGI) scripting for logging and 

adapting the results for KESo were conducted by a 

computer engineer from LTU, Campus Skellefteå. 

Picture colour analysis was handled by MATLAB 

software from The MathWorks. 

 

The target group was people in the phase of 

buying new flooring, i.e. people in their thirties 

and up. Since the survey had proven itself to be 

self-instructive, it was decided to promote the 

survey on internet, to facilitate and speed up the 

data collection. The internet community called 

Facebook (www.facebook.com) which directs 

itself towards slightly “older” people (i.e. in their 

30s and up), was chosen as platform. Here, 200 

persons were invited to join the survey; 121 of 

them carried out the survey. The bias risks when 

working with a not controlled environment (light, 

screen settings, colour fidelity etc) was obvious, 

but it also meant that people can conduct the study 

at their own chosen speed and time. The 

interviews took about ten minutes and the 

http://www.facebook.com


respondents had to rank eight pictures in six 

aspects using Visual analogue scales (Heinrichs et 

al., 1984) on a web site (See Fig. 2 for example). 

 

 

Figure 2. The web survey interface (with the floor 

variant oak). 

A number of statistical procedures using 

mathematical and non-mathematical methods have 

been developed (Nagamachi, 2001). The use depends 

on the context. The outcome of all tools describes 

only in which way the KEW are correlated to the 

product property. 

Linear multiple regression analysis is a way of 

finding correlation in a data set. Quantification 

Theory Type 1 (QT1) is a variation of linear multiple 

regression that uses dummy variables in binary levels; 

0 or 1 (Komazawa and Hayashi, 1976). The dummy 

variables are the same as seen in Tab. 3., but with 

“light” and “dark” replaced with “1” and “0”. This 

makes it possible to identify factors that are important 

for a product as well as factors that are of negative 

influence. QT1 determines correlation between KEW 

rankings and different properties, and is one of the 

most frequent used methods in KE (Nagamachi, 

1997). This analysis was handled by the KE-Soft 

software.  

 

Of the 200 invited persons, 121 completed the survey, 

most of them (60 %) in the age 30-39, all in 

accordance with the target group from the choice of 

domain. Most (63 %) stated that they were male. In 

the radar charts (Fig. 3), showing the score per 

product, it is possible to see that the jarrah floor is 

evaluated as colourful and vivid, but not very 

harmonious or realistic.  Birch on the other hand, is 

judged less colourful but more harmonious. The oak 

floor was considered as most good-looking (in the 

given environment), as seen in Fig. 3.

 

 
 
Figure 3. Product score before regression analysis 
(mean values, 4 of 8 total products). 
 



 

 
Table 4. Kansei Score for KE Word ”Vivid”. 
 

 
 
The analysis using QT1 identifies the extent to which 

item contribute to each KEW. The result from the 

linear regression with QT1 is presented in Tab. 4, 

with the example of KEW “Vivid”. It shows multiple 

correlation coefficient (MCC, equivalent to the R-

value in regression analysis), squared MCC (MCC ), 

partial correlations coefficient (PCC) and Category 

Score (CS) for each KEW. The MCC  is the degree 

of explanation, and according to Nishino (2001) a 

MCC2 greater than 0.5 is considered satisfactionary 

for KE evaluation.  

 The PCC is another important value. It 

quantifies the relative importance of an item for the 

certain factor; the higher PCC, the higher importance. 

In the same way the Category Score (CS) shows in 

which direction and to which extent the factor is 

affected by a certain property. 

In the example in Tab. 4, we see that “Vivid” has 

a degree of explanation of 0.77. High “visual activity” 

and the dark variation of lightness, together with a 3-

strip laying pattern were most important in creating a 

sense of “vivid”. The item colour nuance has a low 

PCC and whether a floor is red or yellow has 

therefore no impact on the KE word “Vivid”. 

  

The ratings are presented as mean values for the 121 

participants of the study. When running the analysis 

five of the original six KEW were found useable, i.e. 

generating a MCC>0.5 and a regression probability 

p<0.05. These are as follows: 

 

• Good-looking (MCC .87), most associated 

with Lightness and Visual activity. 

 

• Vivid (MCC .88), naturally most associated 

with Visual activity, but also Lightness. 

 

• Harmonious (MCC .78), as natural as above 

most associated with (low) Visual activity. 

 

• Colourful (MCC .94), interestingly, most 

associated with Lightness, with Colour in 

third place. 

 

• Modern (MCC .77), most associated with 

Lightness. 

 
Tab. 5 shows the positive or negative influence of the 

product trait on the Kansei score for each chosen 

Kansei word. The word Realistic (MCC .26) did not 

reach the required MCC limit of .50 and is therefore 

not usable. The reason is probably that people’s 

definition of what realistic is and what contributes to 

it differs too much.  

 



Table 5. Influence of the product trait on the Kansei 
score for the chosen KEW. Small influences are 
slashed, strong emphasized. 

 
* Realistic not useable due to low MCC. 
 
 

In this step data from the synthesis is checked to see 

if the distribution is normal. Most KE studies are 

based on semantical data material that is possible to 

analyze statistically, e.g. to treat with factor analysis. 

This is not possible here, since the material comes 

from true qualitative work (Nordvik and Broman, 

2005; 2008), where a single case can indicate more 

than several others (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The 

distributions were therefore plotted and subsequent 

visually inspected. All the Kansei words showed 

normal distributions. 

 
 

The final model is the validated result from the 

synthesis. The final model gives useful information 

about which properties that are linked to the KE 

words. A model is a simple representation of a more 

complex reality, and the MCC2 describe how close 

this representation is. The models are a function 

depending on the product properties and predict the 

Kansei score for a certain word (Fig. 4), i.e. the 

models try to represent the reality.  

 

ykansei = ƒ (product properties) 
Figure 4. The KE prediction model, where the kansei 

score is a function of the property 
 
 

The model reveals the following connections:  

• ”Vivid” floor should have high visual 

activity, be dark and in a 3-strip laying 

pattern. Colour nuance (red or yellow) is of 

no importance. 

• ”Colourful” flooring should be dark, have 

high visual activity and be red. Pattern is of 

very small importance. 

• ”Good-looking” flooring should be dark, 

have low visual activity, 3-strip and perhaps 

yellow (not that important). 

• ”Harmonious” flooring should have low 

visual activity, be dark, yellow and in 3-

strip. 

• ”Modern” flooring should be dark, have low 

activity, yellow colour nuance and in a 3-

strip pattern. 

 

Naturally, the model is only relevant for the used 

surrounding. To get general results, comparative 

studies must be made. 

Despite how unpopular it is among architects to 

develop an “automatical recipe” for guaranteed 

experience, it seems possible to use KE for linking 



emotions to physical properties. Using statistical 

methods, it can provide a mathematical connection 

between product emotions and physical properties. 

The result is just a snap sketch, traits and items could 

change, and representing products be different, but 

using KE still makes it possible to measure and 

predict the experience of wood traits. 

In the affective flow, described by Picard (1997), 

there are obstacles limiting the semantic flow 

between product traits and user senses. These 

obstacles are referred to as Proximity of Presentation 

and Proximity of Interaction (Eklund and Kiviloog, 

2003). The way a product is presented plays an 

important role; the kansei of wood flooring may not 

be satisfactory translated into a flat, non-sounding and 

non-smelling picture. The aim here was however to 

investigate only the visual affective channel, since 

this is the way of the computer visualization. The 

experience of a product’s kansei is affected by the 

users’ prior experience, interest and interaction, as 

shown by Eklund and Kiviloog (2003). 

Methodically it could be argued that it is hard for 

the respondents to remember their exact choice of 

level (ex. “modern”) between the eight different 

pictures. Finding a way to combine the use of paired 

comparison and a reduced binary tree (Silverstein and 

Farell, 2001) with KE would perhaps give different 

and better results. 

The generic room used was not perfect, but the 

neutral room does not exist. A larger study just 

working with different rooms and evaluations could 

be helpful to continue examining the influence of the 

room on a visualized product. Perhaps would more 

levels of trait variations, instead of the binary 

high/low used in this study, have made it possible to 

better compare the rankings and made a more detailed 

“recipe” possible. As mentioned earlier, no factor 

analysis was made to validate the results, since it 

derived from true qualitative work. 

One could argue that the KE words ”vivid” and 

”harmonious” are nothing more than each other’s 

opposites. However, albeit both words were most 

connected (PCC .73 and .74) to the item ”visual 

activity”, other aspects differed. ”Lightness” was far 

more important for ”vivid” (PCC .67) than for 

”harmonious” (PCC .41) and where colour nuance 

had no importance at all (PCC .02) for ”vivid”, it was 

more important for ”harmonious” (PCC .29). 

 

Based on the results, the combination of traits for a 

popular (good-looking) floor – in the given 

surrounding - should be calm, yellow, dark and 3-

strip. No such floor was present in the survey, the 

closest was Oak Haro - but with a 1-strip pattern.  

The main objective of this study was however not to 

appoint a winner, but to examine the relation between 

visualization of visual properties of wood floorings 

and people’s impressions thereof. The study showed 

that it is possible to make pictures of floors that 

support a certain feeling. With KE it is possible to see 

what technical wood picture properties that together 

result in a high score among the affective value 

words.  

To conclude, this study is an example of the 

employment of KE in the evaluation of a new 

product model. It is also an example of how new 

design solutions may be evaluated in terms of 

important and desired wood product properties.
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» Man förstår ju att det ska symbolisera trä, men det är ju inte så 
man tänker wow! «
 —Quote from the interviews, 2003 (Paper II)

» …en måte å tenke både nytt og rett for en trenæring som må fortsette 
å utvikle seg og møte kundernes behov bedre. «    
 —Moelven Magasinet, No. 2,  2007 

» Jag tror det är ungefär som killen därborta beskriver det. «   
 —Gert Wingårdh, Träfestivalen 2003
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